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Tuesday, October 7, 1975 
n nge 
t your own English point of view 
by Jeff SIHman 
you ever felt that you want to get 
all this; to escape the hardships 
days of sunshine, to flee the 
huge hamburgers and mountains 
ice cream, and to leave behind 
of endless fraternity parties? 
you can. Thanks to the WPI -
lnivo~rSI'IV student exchange scheme 
can fly away to froedom, to enjoy 
of rain-drenched happiness in dear 
This scheme gives you the 
to live and work with 
life-sized English people, to share 
way of life and to impress them with 
expensive camera. It gives you 
to see for yourself all the things 
missed in the last 200 years. just 
some peniness over tea. 
student at City University you will 
to enjoy all the advantages of living 
hub of the Bntish Empire. (the hub Is 
although the spokes are a bit 
The City University, whilst 
not the academic centre of the 
recognized as being a good British 
college and its list of past 
is impressive. Sir Isaac Newton, 
Einstein, Michael Faraday, Richard 
Nixon; all these men In later life 
not going to City (10 it is said). 
....,,,.,,,n to having a jolly good time, 
gain credit towards graduation at 
(-.uming that you at least look as if 
doing some work) and also get an 
tnto the British education system -
it's dun four mee. You will 
find that merely living in London II 
education in itself, there's enough 
there to fill millions of feet of 
tourists' film annually, everything 
the Crown Jewels to the Britilh 
from Nelson's Column to 
Holmea'a deerstalker, from 
IMii!Mt1u Abbey to the 8.40 commuter 
Surbiton. But you have the 
' 
advantage over the average tourist, you 
have time in which to fully appreciate the 
joys and tribulations of living in what I still 
consider the greatest city in the World 
(sorry Worcester - not quite good 
enough). 
You will probably be accommodated In 
City University's answer to the John 
Hancock building, Northampton Hall, all 
seventeen storeys of it. This is not to be 
recommended for those with suicidal 
tendencies. It is a mere stone's throw from 
St Paul's Cathedral (but don't try it 
because the bishop lobs them back) and 
within easy walking distance of the Bank of 
England, London Bridge. and the Tower of 
london. If you like open-air street markets, 
there are several nearby where you can 
purchase your souvenir Union Jack, sealed 
bottle of genuine london air and plastic 
effigy of Harold Wilson. to bring back for 
the folks at home. 
For seeing the sights further out. you will 
have to take the Underground or better still, 
a red double-decker london bus and within 
ten minutes you can be squandering your 
crisp, green pound notes in the tourist traps 
of Oxford Street and Regent Street, 
shopping centre to the world. Have you 
ever wanted to see the greatest free, live 
comedy show in the wor1d7 Visit the 
Strangers' Gallery in the Houses of 
Parliament and see Britlah democracy in 
action. You won't be disappointed. Or how 
about signing the Queen's visitors' book, 
browsing in Harrods', or spending a bloody 
boring afternoon watching cricket at 
Lords? Yea, there's a lot to frt in to your 
fun-packed stay. 
You should altlo take the chance if 
possible, to travel around the rest of the 
country (you should do it in an afternoon) 
and experience something of the way of life 
in other parts. Just think of aU the atatefy 
homes, famoua art galleries, mueeume and 
old educational institution• to .. e. 
sident reports 
October6, 1976 
Members: 
version of the bicentennial year 
110thl opened with enthusiasm and 
in the face of national, state, and 
•"'"'"'1 ........ that seem over-whelming. A 
of that enthualasm comea from 
rllllllOHI,T>l and from a really great fresh• 
class. 
Student Body Ever 
of September 15, the Registrar'• 
total of students in all categories for 
A is 2896, up from 2749 a year ago. 
were mainly in undergraduate 
t, 2160 In 1976 compared to 2048 
and the evening graduate school 
354 students this year compared to 
year. Unfortunately, the number of 
students is 178, down by 35 since 
A challenge to us as to future 
in graduate education. 
freshman class of 630 includes many 
entered subsequent to Term A 74 
the flexibility of the WPI Plan. Term 
15 freshmen total 596. Admissions 
t•llcttrlr John Brandon anributes this 
•nterest in WPI to the ever-
recognition of the unusual 
opportunities 1mplicit in the 
continue to progress 10 the anractlon 
•""""'''"~ to WPI and technical careers. 65 
In this year's freshman clus and 1 1 are 
trensfers. Not fast enough growth to 
please many of our men studeota but solid 
and manageable as we strive to aaaure 
equal facilities and opportunities. 
Our congratulations to the Admission• 
Office and John Brandon's very dedicated 
staff: Roy A. Seaberg. Linda R. Penit, 
Kristen R. Thompson, and secretaries 
Phyllis S. Eatus, Della A. Tornblom, and 
Patricia A. ·Leonardi. 
Whst Outsiders Think 
All of you are aware of the hard work 
that has gone into the creation and Im-
plementation of the WPI Plan. We have 
tried to keep you current on our problems 
and our successes. But nothing we have 
done quite compares with the final report 
of the NSF Visiting Committee. Completed 
this June it comprises 94 pages of analysis, 
comment, and recommendation that 
makes lengthy but fascinating reading. 
Cop1es will be available at the Board 
meeting. 
A recurrent theme is the faculty 
dedication and institutional commitment 
that may make WPI unique. Quick to admit 
their early scepticism about making the 
Plan work, the panel now sees success in 
the offing if we can continue to find funds 
for spec•al efforts both in faculty and 
admmistrative areas. Certainly the sup-
plementary grant of $433,000 from NSF 
attests to one organization's agreement 
w1th the panel's conclusions. 
A new visiting committee is being for· 
med to review progress over the next three 
years. (We had promised the former 
l con 't on page 1 OJ 
However, don't be put off, there are in-
teresting things too. Perhaps you will find 
time to participate in the ancient sport of 
wurzel·bashing in the West Country, to get 
done out of75p ($1.50) to see Shakespere'a 
house at Startford-upon·Avon or to stop 
for a quick highland fling amongst the lochs 
and heather of bonnie Scotland. Whatever 
you do I guarantee that you will find it a 
worthwhile experience if nothing else, 
you'll come back knowing what beer really 
tastes like. 
If you're still not completely put off the 
idea, come along to the meeting for 
students interested in the exchange at 4.00 
on Wednesday October 8th in the Gordon 
Library seminar room and team more. 
Recent rip-oHs 
Sometime in the last two weeks s Nikon Auto-collimstor was 
removed from Olin Hell. The suto-collimstor is a precision instrument 
useful for accurete alignment. It is not usable as a camera lens, as a 
telescope, nor can it be fenced. Its absence, however, csuses con-
siderable inconvenience to a num ber of project students. 
A reward will be offered for inform ation leading to the return of the 
auto-collimator. No questions esked. 
On Wednesdll·y, October 1, an exhibit of American Folk Art w.s 
hung in the display aru (3rd floor) of the Gordon Library con-
sisting of represent•tlve pieces of the 19th century. Some time 
during that evening • "SICK" person stole •n embroidered ship 
picture by removing It from Its frame. The fr•me w•s found In a 
basket the following morning. In over eight yHrs of displays, this 
is the first time •nythlng has bein taken. We m•Y h8ve to c.ncel 
•II forthcoming displ•ys if we t~~nnot •ssure the s.fety of the 
items. I hope the "sick" person Is pl .. sed with hls-her trophy. 
A.G. ANDERSON, JR. 
Head Libr•rian 
Looked at ~"/ashburn Tower recently? Noticed an ything missing? We 
don't know yet how much the weathervane was worth, but we can 
guess, and that guess reads "irreplaceable." [Photo by Bryce Grangerl 
Page 2 NEWSPEAK 
Editorials: 
Enough 
Effe<:tive at the end of Term A. I, Doug Knowles, resign my position as Editor-in-Chief 
and staff member. and I, Peter Mulvrhill, resrgn my position of graphics editor and staff 
member of this publication. We are sure this statement will generate many reactions: Relief 
and happiness for those who haven't liked what we've had to say lately, resentment from 
those who like a newspaper as long as someone else is dorng the work. and the same old 
numbness of apathy from the silent, sleepy majority. 
Before anyone goes off making instant guesses about our motives, we would like to 
point out that it was neither an instant decrsion nor an easy one. Whatever the frnished 
product, each issue of this paper that people accept so r.asually is the product of literally 
hundreds of man-hours of thankless, dull work by few people, rncluding 60 to 70 hours Clf 
. our own. No one we know can invest that much voluntary effort into something and not feel 
atta<:hed. Letting it go is not easy. 
Our reasons for resigning are a mixture of things, ranging from necessrty to a certa1n 
amount of bitterness, and are difficult to sort out. What follow!. is a breakdown. analagous 
to so many cross-sections; it is not an accurate representation of the situatton as we have tt 
in mind 
Thrrty plus hours a week is too much for a student to spend and still be a student. 
Cutting down on that figure is a nrce idea, but unworkable Every idea conceived thus far to 
ease the load requires either an investment of even more trme, temporarily, by ourselves, or 
mort: dedrcated people, or both, Neither 1s availabiP.. 
We' ve become too close to this to consider a sacrifrce in qualtty. We're compelled tu do 
the best we can envision . We haven't been able to reach that. of course. But backing away 
frOIT' these goals IS harder than QUittrng, and, anyway, If we've come tO sacnficing quahty, 
vo.e 're ill bad shape. 
The reason that quality is on the verge of suffering rs that a few people can only do so 
11 uch. New5pea/c has been losing people over the past two years, but we've been lostng 
p >\'Che rven laster than bo Jies. 
, There li~ the cause of rn\' bitterness. Smce becoming Ed1tor 1n·Chref, I have watched 
some people working harder man they should for zero gain and less apprecrauon, and have 
ht!an lurced tnto asking thern ICI d<i even more. This has causftd some very tense moments 
oetween lriends. All thrs so one or two thousand turkeys can hack apart our efforts (When 
they care a! alii a11d explain how much better they could do; the ed1torial version of armchair 
quarterbacks. DA K I 
Well, enough, We've doni! all ·we can do and more than we should do to keep this 
paper 901119 It w1ll probably c:ontmue to exist, bllt at too great an expense to too few 
people. We don' t thlltk 11 can exist much ronger. As hard as we've tried not to show 11, this 
paper's psyche is dy11oy Psyche that 1s supposed 10 coma from the student body of thiS 
school. 
Doug Knowles 
fdltor -an·Chlet 
Peter J. Mulvihill 
Graphics Edttor 
Fast traffic, slow action 
To those of you who are interested in a follow-up on last week's 
art~cles and editorial series on· the traffic conditions around WPI, all is 
qutet on the Western front, so to speak. Fortunately there have been rto 
further series of bad accidents at the intersection of West and Institute 
;;Jnd fortunately Larry Dulong ts coming along fine in the hospital 
although it will be a long time for him before he is out. Unfortunately, 
the Ctty of Worcester has not yet even begun to go through the motions 
of be1ng offictally concerned after repeatedly havmg this matter brought 
to their attention. Come on fello~s. get on the stick. A few of you have 
persorally expressed sympathy and condolence, but get things moving 
down there at City Hall. There's a lull in the accidents now but it won't 
last \Of) long 
• 
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Nrws,.•k of Worcester Polytechnic Institute, formerly The Tech Nwn, hal 
been published weekly during the ecedemlc year, except durtng college vacation, 
since 1909. Editorial and bullnea offlc• are located at the WPI campus In the 
Room 01, Riley Hall. Printing done by Ware River Nawt, Inc., Ware, M .... Second 
cle .. postage paid at WOfce.ter, Ma. Subecttptlon rata M.60 per tchool year, tingle 
cop! .. 20 cents. Make all checka payable to WPI N~k. 
Comments 
Well, that's settled. Now we all know the price breakdown on the new Pub stereo SY$111111, 
and all the confusion of the past few weeks has been eliminated Or has 1t 7 
Let's start with the wonderful breakdown itself. Actually, I kind of liked it when there.,.. 
only one number, not 67. Under letter "B" . items 13. 14, and 17 " electric supplies" &lid 
"elec. components" seem to me to be rust a bit vague. Why 6 entries, and not one> Or, Why 
not tell us just what these "electric supplies" and " elec. components" were for, and What 
they were? Then items 4. wood and 21, wood supplies. Are we being deliberately confuMQ_ 
or is it just my imagination? 
One-hundred dollars for a work table? This seems to be just a bit out of ltne. Anoth!w 
hundred (nearly I for a steel cabinet - which was then, I assume, welded together (JUdslirlg 
from lhe $20.00 welding charge, 1tem IV B). We are going a bit far, I think. And we only Pilei 
$2.97 for cables and connectors. That seems like a very low quality way to put a $721i0 
system together - or maybe I'm just speaking ou: of hands-in· pocket knowledge ... who 1111 I to say? ' 
In short, people, what we have here ts not a price breakdown but a pseudo-list of the 
various (generalized) receipts which the social commiuee collected while putting t09Mhlf 
the " monster in the Pub". It is not <:larification, but just a little more confusion to add to the 
mess we have already. 
One other thing that bothers me can be found in Mr. Forstater's letter in the last issue He 
says that " in June 1975, I was approached by a Social committee co-chairman and asked 10 
submit a bid as an independent contractor for the installation of an all-purpose sound 
system in the Pub." This does not seem to me to be quite the way that this thing should 
have been done; it was done after the end of school, and therefore was not exactly OP81l to 
any other member of the campus •,vith as much e;..pertise on the subject as Mr. Forstater 
and he was "approached". which leads me to believe that this was. at be~t. bidding tJ¥ 
select persons and not exactly an orthodox manner of bidding. Why wasn't this plan 111-
nounced lac;t May in Newspeak.. when it would have been fair, and better through hone~~~ 
competitton? I would like to see an answer to that question, as well as a list of how"*'¥ 
persons submitted a bid and what they were, and the reasons that Mr. Forstater's serviCe~ 
were solicited above the others: Objectively, mind you. 
Messrs. Hunter and Ronna asked last week "need we ask for any comments1" Perhape 
not, gentlemen, but as long as you keep me confused, I'm going to have some. 
Aory J. O'Connor 
OAK, PJM. JMZ (P.S. I assume. also. that since Mr. Forstater was a "contractor," that there was a contraa 
involved. I would also like to see that, just out of idle curiousity, as it seems to me until WI 
know what is supposed to be done, wo won't know if it has been done, correctly 01 
otherwise. RJO) 
Degrading 
In various conversations over the past week, the general consensus 
\ 
of opinions of several people has been that the students here, in 
general, aren't "bad, just "stupid", "insipid", or "apathetic". 
Probably true. However, the number of incidents of pointless and 
tasteless theft on the WPI campus has risen to four in two weeks. Last 
week a stop sign was removed from the corner of West and Institute, 
"possibly causing a two-car accident in which a grad student was in-
jured. The other three incidents are given attention on page one. 
Of course it can't be proven that WPI students have been ~nvolved. 
But the possibility is high enouQh that it should be seriously considered, 
and the consideration is depressing ... 
Theft isn't only illegal, it's degrading. If anyone on campus is either 
involved or knows anything, wise up and correct the situation. 
Someone might even think highly of you for it. 
Clowns 
Doug Knowles 
RJO PJM BDM 
On Sat•Jrday, '"November 8, the 5th annual IFC Marathon Basketball game for tht 
United Way w1ll feel the wake of another Social Committee blunder. 
Annually, the IFC holds a basketball game for the benefit of the United Way. In the 
past, the game has been held on the Saturday of Parent's Weekend so that the parents may 
also contributf! to the United Way. This annual event usually brings in aboul $2,600 due to 
the time and effort donated by all the fraternities on campus. 
But th1s year, for some strange reason, the Social Committee decided they were go"' 
to have a crrcus on that Saturday of Parent's Weekend. The reason I was given for the 
circus being scheduled at that time was the parents weren't really Interested in watching 1 
marathon basketball game tor the charity. Instead, they would rather watch a circus! I Wll 
under the impressiou that Parent's Weekend this year was to be uneventful (there are no 
home games on November 8th). Parents are to come to WPI to meet with their son-
daughter's advisor. 
As far as I can ten. no one concerned with the Marathon Basketball game was con-
tacted_ about giving up. their day on Parent's Weekend. The Social Committee just though~ 
spendr~g $5,000 on a crrcus was a better idea. Of course, any profits made on the circus go 
the Unrt~ Way, but how much profit will their be? A profit anywhere near $2,600?. Thlt 
means an Intake of $7,600 from parents and students to equal the money brought in by die 
totally volunteer force that works on the basketball game. I got the feefing that the Unittd 
Way was an afterthought in scheduling the circus. 
Since the basketball gam_e could not be scheduled on Saturday this year, it Wll 
scheduled for Sunday instead, an the hopes that some of the parents will stick around U.. 
long. But parents usually leave Saturday night. This leaves the Marathon game shoved to• 
day where it will surely bring less profit. 
In general, the IFC Marathon Basketball game which has traditionally involved both tht 
WPI campus and the entire Worcester community has been turned into a circus I 
Toby R. Gouker 
OAK PJM LLM RJO 
Open letter 
Dear Dean Trask: 
On behalf of the Friends of the Worcester Public library and myself, personally, I want 
to thank you for your kind assistance In obtaining students to help ua at our 
Book Festival. 
We had repr-.ntatives from A.T.O., Phi Sigma Kappa, Theta Chi, and Phi GarT11'111 
Delta. Their name tags showed the people that Fratamitiee are very useful in communitY 
projects. I Intend to thank each Fraternity pef'St\nally. They were a welcome and ueeful 
asaistance, and helped make the Book Featival the auceeaa It was. We gave credit 10 
Worcester Tech on our programs. 
Thank you again. 
Sincerely, 
Katherine Aspinall 
Chairman, Volunteer Committee 
Friends of the 
Worceeter Public Library 
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• 
contractor's-eye view of the Pub sound system 
the Editona: 
weeks there ha been much 
u11a~•m I if that il the correct word) over 
rti1N sound system in the Pub. The fact 
!her& has been too much emotional 
rether than constructlve and 
Plllfi•IDO(ISible dialogue. 
instance, the editors of our 
... DIPBr felt aghast by not being con-
the planned system. It seems 
editors of the paper must be 
about everything, they being aetf 
guardians a net judges of campus 
Maybe the fatherty image 
by our paper is needed, but I 
much rather let a church orator do 
talking. 
would like to proceed a bit further in 
the editors attitudes during this 
extravagan~a. On September 21, 
I submitted an open letter to 
-.wtwe<tk simply reviewing my vantage 
regarding the Social Committees 
Investment in the Pub. During the 
week Brad Thatcher submitted a 
article dealing with the system. 
that my article was not printed the 
during which I submitted it, but held 
for publication in the next issue. Also 
my article followed Brad's article, on 
lltfi~•• third page. Adding insult to injury, the 
the 
called my article a "rebuttal" to 
whilst they were BOTH written and 
•-"""·•rt""" on an individual basis. 
the lener was readressed by the 
of Newspeak with the heading " To 
M Editors". Why in the world would I 
.me a letter to the editors. I want the Tech 
aa~mm:unl~ to read It, NOT THE EDITORS. 
1111 newspaper is mearty a medium In 
which to present Ideas and exchange 
.... It should not maintain an image of 
the holy repreMntative for the 
Maybe the word secular should 
to the separation of powers between 
Church and Newspeak. 
rd like to proceed further along in this 
lfticle, dealing with the labours of Lena and 
Llghta. 
I appreciate the efforts of Mar* Langlois 
lid Brad Thatcher is aSI$Tibling a very 
aexpensive system for the Pub, but there 
..,. numerous problems. The speakers 
lily Installed were solidly afixed to the 
beams on the ceiling therby intensifying all 
IOUnd directly on the tables underneath. 
ThiS made any conversation a battle of 
noisy competition with the overshadowing 
~pe~kers. What's more, the entire system 
• so unique that loudness controls on 
1he preamp were employed with baas 
controls always on full blast. This caused 
lhct vibration to Riley first floor In a most 
llgretful manner. As for quality of sound, 
there wu none. This was noted by those 
attending the Pub, both sober and 
inebriated individuals. 
As a suggestion for a sound system in 
the Pub, Brad Thatcher feels using PA 
speakers would be nice, and in his words, 
we would be staring at "big black cabinets, 
big black horns and little red tweeters". 
These would take up a tremendous 
amound of floor space and make clean-up 
quite difficult These speakers are termed 
heavy duty utility systems and In my mind 
look like overgrown red-headed tur*ey 
which would perminantly stalk the patrons 
of the Pub. 
Mr. Thatcher claims that simplicity Ia 
often ''pleasant to listen to". Both Brad and 
Marc described to me thier "acoustic 
methods" II use these words very loosly). 
They apparently run their big black 
speakers full range and use a "simple" 
capacitor in line with the horns. Now I do 
not claim to be an authority In these 
subjects, but being somewhat 
knowledgable in both acoustics and 
electronics this arrangement is only proper 
for a 1930 type sound system, surely not 
one for the 1970's. As for expertise being 
applied to the L&L sound system, Brad 
Thatcher is a EE major in Power systems 
and Marc Langlois Is an ME major. This 
may explain the necessity for simplicity. As 
a maner of fact, this may explain the 
probability of unknowledgability. 
With regard to the Bump and Boogie 
nights, Brad Maintains that, quote, the 
music on the dance floor should be "hot" 
unquote. I remember last year that after 
leaving a typical B&B that my ears 
maintained a predominant ringing many 
hours afterwards (this p088ibty infers the 
context in the use of the word "hot"). The 
music itaetf being so loud and ijistorted it 
wu difficult to do anything but yell and 
drink I believe that listening to music should 
not warrant ones hearing to be d..atroyed 
within a couple hours. 
In any eetlmatlon I do not feel these " big 
black cabinets" provide justice to any 
music coming from a school with such 
technical repore. 
Now I would like to descrive a few facts 
about the new system in the Pub. As one 
walks Into the Pub there ara speakers 
spread out over a forty foot span on a 
single wall. This provides an even 
distribution ot sound for practically 
everyone 1n the room while maintaining fine 
stereo imagery. That is, the volume in front 
of any one speaker is such that it does not 
overpower the sound probagated from 
further down the room. This is quite the 
opposite design of the old systems boom-
boom boxes. 
IFC Corner: 
Marathon basketball 
The 5th annual IFC sponsored marathon 
bllketbell game will take place this year on 
November Bth and 9th. The usual events 
.. take place. such as the Playboy 
Bunnies galne, the wheelchair basketball 
flme, slave auctions, pie throwing booths, 
llffles, and Iota of prizes. 
The dates again are Sat., Nov. Bth at 
10:00 p.m. to Sunday, Nov., 9th at 9:00 
p.m. All proceeda go to the United Way. 
We need your support. 
For information, feel free to contact any 
of the following: Tom May end Vic 
C.rtstrom (ce>-chalrmen). 
Group I 
John Dyer (LCA) Big Prizes 
Rick Rudis (SPEI Entertainment and 
Announcements 
Mel DeCarvalho (FIJI) Publicity 
Bob Sengstaken IZP) Security 
Group II 
John Nyquist (PSKl Faculty 
Thomes Strnad tSP) Food and Refresh-
menta. 
Toby Gouker ISAEI Prizes and Donations 
Steve D'Aieaaandro (DSn Followups and 
Thank Youa 
Group Ill 
Andy Clanoy (TKEI Announcers 
Andy Corman IATO) Game Scheduling 
Lenny Powell (TC) Foul Shooting and 
Dribbling 
Bill Dietrich IPKTI Referees 
See you at the w!'rnell 
Fraternity pledging 
Friday, October 10th marks the first date 
It which freshmen may pledge a houae. 
Signed bid forma may be turned in from 
7:00 to 10:00 p.m. that night in the Library 
Seminar Room. Freshmen on the football 
or cross country teams may tum In their 
blda from 11:00 to 1:00 p.m. in the Student 
Activities Room In Daniels Lounge. 
Saturday's pledge ceremoniee will start at 
11:00 a.m. with brothers from all the houses 
meeting on the Quadrangle. 
This is only the first date for pledging, so 
freshmen who do not feel ready to join a 
fraternity at this time may pledge on any 
date thereafter by turning in their signed 
bid to their desired house. 
Fratermty Pledging - Friday, October 10 
7:00:10:00p.m. in the Library Seminar Room. Freshmen Football 
and Cross Country Team Memben: 
11:00-1:00 p.m. In the StUdent Activities Room In Daniels Lounge. 
The new systems modern designed 
cabinets are constructed of three-quarters 
inch rabbited five ply pine. The exterior is 
stained in early American and there are 
three coats of professional furniture laquer 
on each cabinet. This finish Is the type used 
on the moat expensive bar tops, being 
impervious to most any liquid spill . 
In the end it is what is Inside that counts 
so I have installed very good quality 
loudspeakers. There are sixty speakers in 
all, six very low frequency drivers, two 
do1en bess units, six midrange drivers, and 
two dozen high frequency units. Many 
people assuming to know acoustical 
"basics" complain that the cabinets are so 
shallow the design must be wrong. They 
are in gross error. 
All of the cabinets use a "lossy acoustic 
transmission line" principle. This involves 
the application of a tumed channel or duct 
I usually being measured In feetl so that 
radiation from the rear of the speaker Ia 
propagated along the length to the opening 
{lermed terminating vent). This design 
provides a minimal amount of rear acoustic 
reflection and so distortion is greatly 
reduced. In a sense the speaker rides "free" 
over a much broader frequency bandwith. 
All of the designs are my own although the 
first tuned tube was built In 1931 by 
Benjamin Olney. Research on this design 
was done by some WPI graduate student• 
in he 1960's. These systems can be found 
in aeveral homes In the Worcester area. 
Many highly respected lndlviduala In the 
audio field concider this deaign to give the 
finest sound. 
An anempt haa been made to refrain 
from having a jupe..box type aound with ita 
bumbling ba~ muddled midrange, and 
chronic highs. We should reapect music by 
reproducing it as well as possible. 
Remember the music was recorded In a 
studio, It is not a live concert rendition of 
screaming singers las the "little red 
tweeters" would have It) . The system is 
equalized by electric circuitry which I 
designed and built. This does not contain a 
"simple capacitor", but utilizes electric 
configurations found in the most highly 
respected loudspeakers manufactured 
today. This affords a smooth transition 
between all frequencies, thus a clear on-
distorted sound. • 
Finally the electronics and mechanics 
purchased are very good stnd very 
I con't to pg. 51 
Gay alliance dormant 
To the editors: 
Last spring an attempt was made to form 
an organization for gay people at Tech. 
Starting school clubs is a difficult process • 
but starting one which people are afraid to 
Join is next to impossible. So, for the 
present time there is no WPI Gay Alliance. 
For now I will try to keep the o-Y com-
munity at Tech informed about gay ac-
tivities in Worcester. 
There are organizations for gay people in 
Worcester. One of them is Metropolitan 
Community Church. If you would like 
information about them you may contact 
their Drop-In center, Another Way, at 64 
Library music 
To the Editors: 
One of tile biggest atrocities now on the 
WPI campus is the lack of music in the 
"music" room at the library. Upon 
follow~ng up this apparent sham, I teamed 
that the reason for this action, as taken by 
the library committee, was that they had 
received a complaint It seems that 
somebody decided that the background 
music was disturbing them, while they 
were using the headphones. This seems 
incredible to me since the music was meant 
KAP I 
On August 11 at the National Phi Kappa 
Theta Convention in New Orleans, the KAP 
was awarded the preatigloua Founders 
Cup. The cup Is awarded to the "Chapter 
which has significantly contributed to the 
development of ita brothers and the ideals 
of The PHI, The KAPPA and The THETA." 
The Founders Cup is awarded in 
recognition for the chapter which 
throughout the previous school year has 
excelled above all others In fraternity life 
and through Ita excellence has contributed 
to the betterment of Phi Kappa Theta. The 
KAP is one of the few chapters ever to 
receive the Founders Cup for two con-
secutive years. 
The delegation to the convention 
consisted of Norm Gariepy (VIce 
President), Tom Vaughn (Secretary), Jay 
Manning (Social Chairman), Rich Shaufeld 
(Good Council Chairman). and brothers 
Jim Grauo, Dan Garfl and Tom May. The 
KAP delegation, which was the largest at 
Zeta Psi 
Chandler Street or attend their services at 
Central Church right on Institute Road 
about three blocks from Tech. You may 
also want to contact the Clark Gay Alliance 
by writing to them at Clar* University. Gay 
Community News, New Englanda gay 
newspaper is available at Clark's library and 
also at the Store 24 on Main Street. If you'd 
like to read about homosexuality, take out 
one ot the many books on the subject at 
the Worcester Public Library. 
There are a lot of gay people in Wor· 
caster (an estimated 17,0001 If you're gay, 
why not go out and meet them. 
Written by a gay alumnus, '76 
as atmosphere to complement, not 
compete with studying, and for this reason 
was always kept soft. I strongly urge the 
• members of the WPI community to sign the 
petition in the library to restore harmony to 
the study area formally known as the 
"music room". 
A music room without music is hardly a 
music room at all 
Robert Brosnahan 
"78" 
this year's convention, had an excellent 
opportunity not only to construct National 
Fraternity policy but also exchange ideas 
and thoughts with other members of the 
Phi Kappa Theta Brotherhood from schools 
all over the U.S. 
The KAP was also a recipient of a 200 
dollar wcial action grant to be used in 
conjunction with Big Brothers - Big 
Sisters of Worcester. At the present time 
the house has ten brothers active in the Big 
Brothers program and three under going 
training to become one. 
The KAP is extremely proud of brother 
Norman Gariepy who has been appointed 
Provincial Governor of New England. His 
duties will mainly consist of acting as a 
llaaon between the National Fraternity and 
the member chapters In New England. The 
Brotherhood is working hard this year In a 
multitude of areas to make sure that the 
Founders Cup resldee in Worcester for 
many years to come. 
hard in all events we are capable of working 
The Pi Tau colony is well on its way to ln. Our volleyball team has done well this 
becoming a full fledged chapter of Zeta Pal past week winning three games In a row. 
on the WPI campus. As of the start of the Although we admit strength Is In numbers 
month the local elders (alumni) of Zeta Psi and we have never practiced before a 
elected officers to the houl8 elders' game, we are still proud of our 3-7 record. 
association and submitted the neceaaary Even if we don't alwaya win, we still have 
applications of incorporation, to start the PI fun. 
Tau House corporation. This is a major Although rush is going farily well, we 
milestone, as the elders' auoclation and welcome any new freshmen to come down 
house corporation are important in hand- to the house and meet the brotherhood, or 
ing the operation of the fraternity chapter come down tonight (Tuesday) at 9:00 for 
from a legal point of view. our broom ball game (wear sneakers and 
Even though we have a small heavy cloth~tSI at the ice arena. 
brotherhood of 14 pledges we are trvino Gary Loeb, Aloha ~lamA , , ~JNMJ-.I.tl~ ..t ~.,..,.. • •- . ! - -..--.. -~ • •:oa.•• • •• ......_. ... .., ......... CI.•...-.•:.:~:•..:1.1 ~ .. 
Dorm election results 
I w ould like to thank everyone that 
participated In the Food and Internal 
Residence Hall committee elections last 
Wednesday night. I was very pleased with 
the turnout and the elections were a great 
success. If that Ia any indication of the 
concern and interest of the class of 79 you 
will have a very involved and knowledgable 
class. ~ 
My sincerest congratulations to those 
students elected to the committees.. From 
what I've eeen I feel I have eome excellent 
students to work with. 
The first Food Comm. meeting waa held 
last Thurday. The comm. mat with Norman 
Rossi, the food service manager, to 
enlighten him of various student com· 
plaints and compliments. The meeting 
closed with a tour of the kitchen facilities. 
The ne)(l meeting will be October 16th at 
4:00 p.m. In the back dining hall. Everyone 
on the meal plan Ia Invited to attend. 
Here is a lltt of those studenta 
representing you on the Food and IRH 
comm. If you have any complaints or ideas 
please feel free to talk to them. 
Lance Sunderlin 
Dormitory Committee Chairman. 
1975 ·76 INTERNAL RESIDENCE HALL COMMITTEE 
DORMITORY FLOOR NAME BOX ROOM 
Daniels 2 SteveO'Shaughnnsy 211 201 
alt Ed Ayoub 212 229 
3 Stephen Laskowski 1695 309 
all John Meader 510 3CW 
~ David Lodlglanl 1122 ~11 
alt Taylor Gibson .f92 M11 
Morgan 2 Mark Galvin 1171 231 
all J~ Mills 1181 230 
~ 3 Dan Johnson J93 337 
elt Bob Hart 5S7 330 
4 John Corlnl 22~ 404 
all Bob Titus 2181 413 
f.:lley 1 Doreen Woodman 396 116 
all Ben Flnl 579 106 
2 Joanne Beckett 2037 203 
alt Terry MurphY 1337 218 
3 Tina Tuttle 1958 31~ 
4 Tina Perry 1148 <415 
aft John Janas 900 410 
Stoddard A Tom Graves 163 316 
all Mike Kronkiewlct 1191 317 
8 Andrew Tannenbarm 2035 202 
all Cynthia Bouvier 968 303 
C Kurt Eisenman 1773 103 
all Richard Crafts ~7 112 
Ellsworth Brad Tannebrlng 2274 08 
Fuller Carl Gerstle 1753 15 
Ron FISh 1419 16 
Ellrldge Trowbridge Kurt Koll (EIIrldgel 2178 3 
1975-76 FOOD COMMITTEE 
' DORMITORY FLOOR NAME BOX ROOM 
Daniels 2 Ray Chase 1500 224 
aft Chip Relissler 1878 202 
3 Henry Tessler 1711 311 
all John Meader 510 304 
.. Jerry Sands 1768 420 
all Dave Baldwin 2296 425 
Morgan 2 Roland Roy II 2657 239 
all Paul Keenan 1566 203 
3 John Vogt 266 327 
aft Jerry Gabriel 301 332 
.4 Pete Labelle .. ~ ..05 
Riley 1 Jack Tracy 517 101 
alt Linda Courville 394 116 
2 Christine Ingalls 382 203 
all Adr1enne L i lley 911 217 
3 Richard Va t 816 304 
A Paul Spinn 2374 403 
all Dalne McConochle Fuller 9 
Stoddard A Doug Christensen 1616 212 
all Wayne Noss 1893 213 
8 Bruce Rutsch 1825 204 
all John Kuchachllt 68S 102 
c Kurt Eisenman 1773 103 
all Gordon Watton 1776 103 
Elbridge Paul Bellagamba 1669 9 
all Douglas Ceslmone 526 6 
Trowbridge Kinney Gamacke 50S 7 
Petitions for the Dormitory Hearing Board have to be tvrned In to me by Friday, 
October 10, 1t 4:00p.m. 1 w1111ccept petitions in Ellsworth 01 or In Box 2050. Petitions 
may still be picked up In EIIIWOrttl oa If you're lnteres1ed. 
Lance SuncMf'lln 
Presiding Officer of the Dormitory Hearing Board 
Dynamy needs help 
Oynamy, an experiential education 
program for young people ages 16-21, it 
looking for a student to work as ad-
mtnistrative assistant. Oynamy is com-
mitted to helping students learn through 
mternships in the Worcester area. Thus, 
instead of sitting in a classroom taking a 
normal load of high school couraes, 
selected students learn through In-
volvement with various Worcester 
businesses or other groups:· 
The WPI student would be Involved In 
analyzing data from before and after tests 
RIDE OFFERED most Fridays - Routes 
290 - 495 - 3 to Nashua, NH and vicinity. 
Call Bob at 764-0185. 
I live over in Tatnuck (airport) vicinity, have 
a car, and would be interested in swapping 
dreving days with someone else, or just 
having a passenger. Also - generally head 
toward Boston (destination Natick) Friday 
evenangs about 6. If anyone needs a ride 
any Friday going that way, would ap· • 
prec1ate notification. Contact: Cherlle 
Martin ·n at Box 1800. 
of Oynamy's present 70 Interns, developing 
additional evaluation mechanisms and 
doing a follow up study on past graduates. 
He would work regularly with the director 
and assistant director on such taska aa 
recruiting and admissions, securing college 
credit. program development. fund raising 
and other special projects. 
The position would involve 10-12 hours 
work a week through June. 
For further Information contact Paul 
Cleary at the lOP Center. 
RIDE AVAILABLE to and from 
Framingham, Natick area or anywhere 
along Route 9 from here to Natick. Leave 
after dinner on Fridays and come back 
between 6-8 p.m. on Sundays. Would 
appreciate help with gas mqney. Contact; 
Rox 687 or Morgan 336. 
A RIDE IS NEEDED to Rochester, N.Y. or 
anywhere along the way on the New York 
Sta'te Thruway (Syracuse, Utica, or 
wherever) on weekends or especially at the 
end of the term. I will share all expenaea 
and driving. Contact Steve in Morgan 204 
or WPI Box 2171 . 
On Projects: 
Sloan awards 
The Division of Interdisciplinary Affaire 
haa established the President'• Sloan 
Awards for lOP work to emphasize the 
importance of the Interactive qualifying 
project to the WPI Plan and to recognize 
outatandlng achievement In the lOP area. 
Beginning this year, a number of awards 
will be given to those students whose lOP 
work it found to be outstanding by an 
awards committee of five members. The 
awards committee will consiat of: the 
preeldent of the lll8titute, one WPI faculty 
member, one WPI gl'8duete and two 
members from outside the WPI com-
munity. 
The Sloan awarda compedtlon Ia a 
student com~. It Ia up to the In-
dividual student to aubmit hla work for 
consideration. To be conaldered for the 
prize the project ahouid of courte be of 
overall good quality but ahould allo be 
outstanding in aome apect. Thefe are no 
predetermined categoriee for the awards, 
however, qualities which make the project 
outstanding will be noted by the awards 
committee. It Is hoped the Sloan awards 
will establish standard• for exceptional lOP 
work. 
Each award will consist of a certificate of 
merit and an honorarium of $50. 
Projecta will be judged and awardl 
once each spring. A ma)(imum of 
awards will be p1'$18nted each "Y•. 
poesible that lea than five awarda __ _ 
given. 
Further Information on the Sloan 
Is avaDable at the lOP Center. Any 
who hu completed hla lOP Ia 
the competition. Projects must be 
mitted to the lOP Cettter by March 
order to be considered for the 
1 Rules For Entering The Sloln 
Competition. 
- Profecta may be submitted 
after their completion. March 
spring In which the project Ia to 
the deadline for submillion. 
-A project may be submitted onlr 
-A copy of the final ptOject 
with a condenaatlon of the report 
submitted to the lOP Center 
student(sl Involved. The Cotldel,.laiilllOOc> 
supplement ahould call attention to ••• 
featuree of the project which 
outstanding and worthy of con~ .... l.lllth 
by the awards committee. 
-The project ac:lvl.ar will be 1 .. ..ao.o~~1r.. ....... 
submit a detailed comment on the Dfal .. llim 
D.C. project center 
Planning will soon begin for WPI'a 
Waahington, 0 . C. project center program 
for 1976-n . It Is neceaaery that those 
people organizing the Washington program 
have an idea how many students are In· 
terested in the project center so we can 
plan accordingly. You can be kept Informed 
about the Washington program by com-
pleting the coupon below and sending it to 
Joe Mielinskl, c-o the Project Center. 
Students who have already left their names 
at the Project Center, lOP Center or with 
Mall To : 
Joe Mlellnskl, C1mpus Protect Center 
Frank Lutz need not fill out the COUpal\, 
any student who is intereated in going 
Washington next year and who has na1 
indicated that should complete thla 
When more information on 
Washington program is available you 
be contacted. 
It is important atudents with an 
in Washington submit their namee 
adequate planning can be started. n... ........ ., 
· left out If you think you have an intl .. l'l!flllllte 
Washington, submit your name. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 am interested In doing my tQP at the Washington, D.C. proJect center during the 
academic year 1976-77. • 
Campus box number 
·--····--····--···---·-·---·-··-~---··-,-·-··-,-·--~~" Food stamos 
by Anthony Schmitz 
(CPS) - A change in food stamp 
eligibility requirements scheduled to take 
effect in many states this fell may cut 
thousands of students from the food stamp 
rolls, according to Agriculture Department 
officials. 
An eligibility revision made ear1y last year 
will bar students from middle and upper-
class h~seholds from the food stamp 
program. New Agriculture Department 
regulations require that atudents whose 
parents claim them aa income tax 
dependents be dropped from the program 
unless their parents are also receiving food 
stamps. 
The ban applies to student• more than 18 
years old who attend any post-secondary 
institution and get more than half of their 
income from a household with too much 
money to qualify for food stamps. 
Accurate figures on how many students 
will be eliminated by the change in 
regulations are unavailable, according to 
department officials, but some non· 
government studies have shown that 
••many thousands" of studenta receive 
food stamps, officials added. 
Food stamp ~rogram administratona felt 
a crack~down was needed, according to 
Bob Welch, a food program supervisor, 
The next Masque 
meeting will be on 
Thursday, October 9, 
1975 in the Masque 
Room at the Higgins 
House. If you don't know 
how to get there ca II 799-
9782 before Thursday 
for directions. 
because " so many people claimed 
college students were abusing actua 
program. There was so much bad ~min 
about students that we wanted to ...-So 
something to assure people that the and 
are the people being served by the 1¥1te 
stamp program," I'd 
.... 
Welch said the change was "one Imp( 
squelching the idea some people had ~ 
food stamps were being abueed." of ce 
llyle 
This year's change in eJrgibllltr way 
receiving less oppoeition than il a 
Congressional restriction passed Tt 
which was d'"!igned to eliminate --~ ~ .............. ~ 
from the program. That policy deli 
" written specifically to get at lleer 
eliminate hippies," according to w 
ment spokespersons, waa struck 11p1 
the Supreme Court. The Court ruled tnc 
the restriction was too broad, and lppl 
cut groups other than students from tilt 
food stamp rolls as well. 
Students who aren't claimed by 
parents as tax exemptions will still reolfll 
food stamps if they meet lnc:GII!I 
qualifications. Currently anyone with • 
adjusted monthly income of $215 or •• 
eligible to receive f~ atampa. SchOIW' 
ships are deductible if they go to mill Cll 
educational expensea, and adjustments II crit 
made to account for medical costs, ..- Ia 
child care and other expenses. qu• 
the 
A $1500 lim•t Is set on the amount SVt 
hquld and non~liquld assets a food ~ bu 
recipient could keep and continua to 1111 by 
eligible. Liquid assets are saving• accouna fat 
checking accounts or other readily rJit 
vertible sources of income. Non- liqlild lEO 
assets could include luxury items, such •• liN 
boat, that could be conve"ed Into caah • ldl 
easily. 
Pereonal posaeaaioM such as e ·Ut ~ I I 
stereo are not counted 11 88Mt8 undJ •et 
eligibility requirementa, however. 
NEWSPEAK Page 
dent legal services many$$ Remember UOS? 
by Anthony Schmitz 
- Legal MrVicee for college 
may be off to a atUmbflng new 
The adminl.uatora of a new prepaid 
Insurance plan, to be offered 
State Unlveralty etudentt, 1a1t 
about •12,000 on the d811, but 
bracing themeefves for another 
rtl1N plan, one of only a handful In 
, offtnd the 15,000 Wichita U 
a chance to PlY t9 for a half v-er 
liMe-. Unlike molt other college 
aervlcee, it allowed atUdenta to 
attorney of their choice from any 
of the Kanus Bar. Studenta were 
for up to a total of t100 In legal 
$100 maximum for advtlfng and 
.... ..,uann $200 of office WOfk and MlO 
and administrative wortc. 
Adminiltratora of Kanua, the 
organiz .... were diuppointtd 
338 etudents ligned up. Their 
.-wnhm~,ti~,h~,w~ 
litt~a~1ta, who paid alightty more than 
protection, filed 49 claims for a 
almoet t18,000 in legal fees. 
·ooc ... ~tAn,hl really got their money's 
said Pat Ostlind, an Alliance 
_ ,l<lt,,.,n,,. employee. An average of 
will have gone to each etudent filing a 
after all the claims are settled. 
llllll'llltlc claims, such as divorce and 
-"''m"v. were some of the main reasons 
Mff'lnllrw fared so poorly lalt year, 
. Domestic relations ca .... such 
separation and child support, 
about 85 per cent of the total. 
of those fees will be dropped this 
by the company, which claims that 
students don't want to pay higher 
tractors view 
-.ntlliDJe. In fact there is little pouibllity 
equipment will ever need 
.-a!1ment and the problem of upgrading 
nc1ticalllv nonexistant 
equipment is so simple to use that 
loudness controls and ba11boost 
... IIITC~s are no where to be found. This 
any overbass from reaching Riley 
floor. 
a funher precaution against undue 
-•lntl•f\n!l speakers on the wall are 
in such a manner as to de-couple 
transmitted from speaker to wall, 
•l:onciderab,la improvement over n11iling 
t-•lllm·tloom boxes to the centrlll be11ms. 
.................... we did have two huge red top, 
speakers in the Pub. If you sit 
of one that's all you hear, and it is 
hot". And if you are on one aide of 
all you hear is the closest ap~Mker, 
much leas than 50 per cent of the 
system. Those who prefer thla type 
nd can go into the adJOining TV room 
get the same effect with the new 
like to now give an appraiaal of how 
aubjective listening response plays an 
IVII~~1rta1nt role in what one hears. A person 
know much about how the mechanics 
work and about the year produced, 
and similar qualities. But this In no 
has any bearing on whether he or she 
I good driver. 
The aame can be said of a lletener. 
' CJIIII!IIIIcauee one Is familiar with rock and roll, 
pop, and country wa.tlfn has no 
on the ability to know what Ia 
and undlstorted. In fact the listening 
~IAnt!a must rely on training just as 
in driving a car is neceeeery for 
for allcenle. I'm afraid If listening 
conducted, Lens and Lights 
flunk the teet at the flrlt deed end 
have thus preeented technical and 
ktl"--.c•nal views on the subject of our 
~•mpussound systems. Being led atray by 
HI- FI TYPE THINKING can only 
In self foolery. If one 8llb qualtlona 
holl .. llltl a leamlng type attitude only auo-
analysla will be afforded. But 
... llllicl:r.ing with hanc».in-pock~ knowledge 
nata t1nce there can be no 
IMIIIflc~tlc)nl to back up any atatementa. If 
ere qua.tlons regarding the new 
,.~M.,m or recomrnendatloM, tl• to me; 
ltlflllllut pleeae do not abeolve your dlffer~~nc. 
making crttlclslm without regard to the 
Jerry Forttater 
nor.: Pkky, picky, picky. LM'• ,.,. 
-~~- non-conwuctiw crftf~ of our 
.... ...,.tlmJdlv fWwleu worlc on• 11t • tinHI: 
11 We n.reil thllt it would Mve bHn nice 
the Sodel CommittN h#ld notm.d the 
nGI.._IfM,tbody .. • whole, not }Wt o,.,.,... 
fees to cover the divorce coati of a hrw 
etudents. 
The firm plans to offer the legal coverage 
again this year, Ostling aald, believing that 
"the potential Ia there, and it could really go 
If we got a fair percentage of etudents 
enrolling." Oatllnd said that Alliance Ad-
minlatnttora might lose money for five yeara 
on the plan. since " you have to expect to 
loee for awhile with anything new you 
start." 
Debbie Haynes, prealdent of Wichita's 
.tudent body, implied that this year may be 
another loaing year for the firm, since only 
200 studen~ have signed up for the 
program so far. The enrollment deadline Ia 
October 1. 
Haynes aaid the legal coverage plan will 
probably have another hard year largely 
becau• of insufficient publicity. "It's hard 
to sail studenta on something new - it' a 
like 1811ing health Insurance when It fim 
came out. It' a a matter of educating peopte, 
encouraging them to write their willa now 
or handle traffic tickets with an attorney." 
The idea of an outside corporation • 
handHng studentt' legal needs Ia growing 
nationally each year, according to Charlotte 
Greenfield, a student's attorney at 
Colorado State Unlveralty (CSUI in Fort 
Collins. but Greenfield claimed that typa of 
plan had both advantages and disad-
vantages when compared to the more 
common concept of pooling student fee 
money to hire a student attorney. 
The primary disadvantage is that 
students limited in how much they can 
spend for attorney's fees end up buying 
less service for their money than if they hire 
an attorney on the open market, Greenfield 
said. She added that a simple real estate 
deed transaction that would cost more than 
lcon't from p11ge 31 
Naturally the most effective way would 
have been through the campus neWsp11per. 
21 We are not judges,· we mflfflly expr11ss 
opinions, as does everyone else. 
31 Bred Th11tcher beg11n work on his 
letter before Mr. Forst/Iter submitted his 
letter, which Br11d never .s.tw untH 
publication. Mr. Forst11ter's letter was not 
"held" over 11 WHk; it Wits submitted one 
dey lster than the deadline for the issue he 
wanted it in. The de11dline is no HCrflt; 
most people have no problems meeting it. 
41 The headline "rebutttJI" WIIS the work 
of 11 staff membtlr trying to lay out 11 page 
~I so he could go hom11, not • mmicious/y 
devised lie by the editors. 
51 Every letter submitted to the p11per Is 
re11ddressed "To the editors" I This one 
originally s11id '7o the WPI Community't 
and such findings 11s " Sincerely" [which 
this one contained) removed for the 
purpose of uniformity of llppHnmce. 
Admittedly, this is 11 blow to people whose 
most profound end effective sttlternt~nts 
11re '7o the WPI Community," "Hello," 
"SincBrely, " 11nd " Good·bye", but 
generally it llfftiCts neither content nor 
readenhip. Any letter printed in 11 copy of 11 
newsp11p#1r rHd by 11 couple of thou.s.tnd 
people i:s ctlftllin/y, •n op11n lettfN'. 
61 Our Image o7 ourulvts Is not that of 
" Holy [or secul11rl repr•••nttltiVB," 
"Gu11rdl11ns, " or "Judge•"· A better 
description is 11 few suckllr$ bloWf ~g their 
weekends on uninspiring work Q techles 
will h11ve 11 nfiWIPIIpllr to ·"'it• nuty 
commtmts in. 
71 H11ving spent • grut dHI of time In 
the old Newapeak offiCII on Riley 1st l•st 
ytllr, I c11n 't .wy Mr. Fortltllter CIM 
ltlgitimlltely cleim to ,..,. improved tiHI 
litwtion. Som~~ of Jut YHf'' ruid.,~ of 
the floor llfJrH. 
Finlllly, one wond.,.. why Mr. Forsr.ter 
made such di'Ntlc •nd l,.cctlf'llte con-
clusions 11bout the f'tltlonele behind out 
11ctlons. If the ettitude thllt we ere out to 
get him by ml1u.w of our politionl f)llrlll.r., 
we might sug~.r ~. The foolillh 
nMnnt~r in which tiHI .aund qnem wu 
procured i1 • ,.r better WMpOn thlln dirty 
triclc6, ..,yw.y. 
Oh, yn. Mr. Fometer WWflltll thllt he 
should h•v• been con•ult•d before 
crltlciztld. H• could heve b«lcfld thet up 
VfiiY 8tTOngly lndHd hiKI he •liked •bout 
our 11ctiona bel~ !Mklng conclullion• 
about our motive1. 
Doug Knowles 
RJO, PJM, TRG, BOM 
P.S. To mlnlmln tllmper/ng with thtJ 
contt~nt of Mr. Fom•ter'• lflttr, w. h11ve 
not don~~ him the u•u.t aerv!Ctl of .,.tting 
correction, on the Nlumption th11t the 
kltter was very CMWfu/ly fJ/8PIIffH/ for 
pubNcetion.) 
$100 if handled by a private attorney In the 
legal insurance plan would cost etudentlet 
~S~ about t35 in attorney's salary. 
Problema arise, according to National 
Student Association staff member Frank 
Till, when atudentl try to uae their at· 
tomeya to we the universfty. 
The University of Tex.aa was faced with a 
conflict of intera.t problem in 1970, when 
theltudent attorney sued the univeralty for 
not granting the gay liberation group status 
as an official university grot•p. Two days 
later the Board of Regen~ ruled that the 
etudent attorney was considered a atate 
employee and therefore couldn't repreeent 
10meone in a suit against the state 
unlveralty. 
Till said In other ca.... attorneys Wife 
advlaed they could consuh ltudenta 
corning to them with caaea against their 
schools but could not become involved In 
litigation. 
Greenfield admitted that prepaid legal 
service plana could avoid the conflict of 
Interest problem, since money for legal 
llfVices would be paid voluntarily iMteed 
of aaaessed mandatorily along with other 
fees. These fees would be funneled to 
private corporation Instead of going to 
attorneys who could be considered state 
employees. 
But a continuing problem for cor· 
porations involved in the legal services 
schemes will be finding a way to break even 
on them. 
Eng. career day 
On Tueeday, October 14, Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute will hoet a U.S. 
Government Engineering Career Day in 
Daniels Lounge from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 
p.m. 
Representatives from a variety of Fedlfal 
agencies and activities such as Fedlfal 
Home Loan Bank Board, Food and Drug 
Administration, Hanscom Air Force Base, 
Naval Underwater Systems Center and the 
U.S. Civil Service Commission will be on 
hand to discuss the latest programs and 
employment opportunies In the Federal 
Government and to provide Instruction on 
how to apply for Federal jobs. 
A Career Day is not a recruiting effort, 
but rather an informal meeting between 
students and government representatives. 
Studenta at all academic levels and with all 
academic backgrounds are Invited to take 
advantage of this opportunity to team 
about possible future careera in the Fedlfal 
Government. 
Participants include: Civil Service 
Commission, Boston, Ma.; U.S. Customs 
Service, Boston, Ma.; Federal Home Loan 
Bank Board, Boston, Ma.; Hanscom Air 
Force Base, Bedford, Ma.; Food and Drug 
Administration, Winchester, Ma.; Naval 
Underwater Systems Center, Newport, Rl. 
Alright, I'm here again bringing words of 
w1sdom and joy into your intellectual life. 
Well moving right along, If by some etrange 
quirk of fate you did not read my lest article 
and I now have your complete and un-
divided attention let me try again to arouse ' 
your lntera.t and tickle your fancy. 
To reiterate - UOS (United Ocean 
Studiea) Ia a group of etudents and faculty 
(and whatever elae wanders in) with the 
common lnter.-t of the oceer& Right now 
the organization Ia in Ita Infancy and needs 
your support. Our purpoee .Ia to provide 
information on couraee of In~ to the 
potential OCMnographer or oceen engineer, 
projecta, graduate schools. We hope also 
to get together to dlacu• current toplca of 
interelt In the field. 
There Is probably some confusion on 
your part about what departments this falla 
undlf, well there are none. Thla indeed Ia 
whv we ara forming thla group, to Ilk • a 
PSEUDO Department for homelea8 Techlea 
who major in the ocean sclenc:ea. 
Oceanography embraces jult about fNfKV 
field from Civil Engineering to Life Selene. 
to Physics. So no matter what you're 
studying it can probat>ly be useful In 
Oceanography. Now that yoo have no 
excuses to keep you from the meeting why 
not see what we're Into. Our meeting will 
be Wednesday October 8th e! 11 ;30 a.m. in 
the Library Seminar Room. Hope to see 
you there. If you'd like more Information 
please contact either myself (Linda 
Mcinnis) Box 1803 or Tracy Taylor Box 474. 
If it is your major you can afford to leave 
a class early or go to lunch late. 
Work in IAESTE 
IAESTE, The International Associatlon 
for the Exchange of Students for Technical 
Experience has juet announced that 
positions are aveilable for qualified studentl 
who desire to work In Europe for the 
summer of 1976. 
Any student who is enrolled and in good 
standing at an accredited 4 year college or 
university and who has completed at least 
the sophomore year of studies may apply. 
IAESTS's aims are: 
A. To train advanced university students 
of the engineering and natural sciences in 
the induetrial techniques of other nations, 
and; 
B. To build a foundation for international 
understanding and goodwm among these 
potential leaders and the host companies 
and institutions. 
Jobs are available In various fields of 
study in the following countries: Austria, 
Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Israel, 
Netherlands and Switzerland. 
Studenta Interested should attend a 
meeting with Dean Brown, Boynton Hall, 
Room 206, on October 13 at 4:00 p.m. 
Energy and the Environment 
Announcing a series of lectures on energy resources and their 
impact on the environment to be held Thurscs.y evenings at 7:00 
p.m. at the Auditorium of the New England Aquarium, Central 
Wharf, Boston. 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1975 
Morris A. Adelman, Ma1111chusetts lnstltute of Technology. 
''The Economics of Offshore Oil" 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1975 .. 
John W. Devanney Ill, Ma1111chusetts Institute of Technology. 
"The Impact of Offshore 011 on the Coastal Zone" 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1975 
Eldon Greenberg, Center for uw and Social Polley. 
"Supershlps" 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1975 
J.L. Goodier, Arthur D. Little, Inc. "U.S. Needs and Problems 
Anociated with Deep Water Ports" 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1975 
Peter Glaser, Arthur D. Little, Inc. ''The Use and Future of 
Solar EMrgy" 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1975 
Clarence Zener, Cllrnegi•Mellon Unlvenlty. ''The Sun, Sea, 
1nd Survival" 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1975 
Wllll1m E. Heronemus, University of Massachusetts. 11The 
Wlndpower Alternative Energy System" 
All lectures fl'ft and open to the public. 
NEWSPEAK 
Homecoming Weeken 
OCT.17 FRIDAY NIGHT 
Homecoming Weekend Concert 
John Mclaughlin and the Mahavlshnu Orchestra will open the 
show for the Herbie Hancock Group. 
8:00P.M. HarringtOn Aucl. 
OCT. 11 SATURDAY NIGHT 
Homecoming Weekend Nightclub 
Comic- Jimmie W•lker 
O.nce band - Little John •nd Plu•z 
8:00p.m. Harrington Aucl. 
Ticket ules to st1rt by Oct. t2th. 
Herbie Hancock 
To many people, Herbie Hancock hal 
been around for aa long aa they can 
remember. To othera maybe they know him 
through his last band "Headhunt8111". 
Well, this man hat been around. Playing 
with Donald Byrd in 1960, then Milas Davis 
from 1963-1968, and then forming, his own 
sextet. From the "Headhunt8111" to his new 
band now, Herbie hu had an incredible 
amount of records retealed. 
Herbie has been elected No. 1 Piano 
player by Down BHt /&g11zine and Time 
M11g11zine allf'o voted his album " Mwan-
dlshi" as one of the ten belt of 1971. He 
has been a Playboy Jazz allstar also. 
Along with Herbie Hancocks' group on 
Oct. 17th will be the outstanding John 
Mclaughlin and the Mahavlahnv Or-
chestra. As with Herbie and others like 
Coryell, John Mclaughlin has been around 
for a long time. He has played with Miles 
Davis, Larry Coryell, Chick Corea, and 
many other greats until he got the 
Mahavishnv Orchestra together. With this 
band, John haa played to millions, all 
recognizing his fine style as a guitarist and 
c~. 
As you might know Billy Cobham wu 
drummer for the Maha-Orch. until a ·little 
while ago. There are always greet people 
playing with John. 
Social Committee 
SENIORS '& GRAD. STUDENTS 
Learn about PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES. 
AHend a meeting on Thursday, October 16 
at either 11:00 a.m. or 6:30p.m. in AK 117. 
Both meetings will cover the same material. 
1967 FORD GALAX IE 500 FOR SALE. No rust, good 
mechanical condition. Standard, new clutch. Air 
conditioning. $440. Call 798-0745. 
Jimmie Walker 
Jimmie Walker was born and grew up in 
the Morris Avenue ghetto of the South 
Bronx in New York City. "I'll tell you about 
Morris Avenue," Jimmie says. "There were 
like 20 guys I hung out with on the street. 
Five of 'em were dead before they were old 
enough to vote. The rest of 'em? If they 
aren't in the slam, or 'away for a rest' 
someplace else, they're still on the street, 
hustlln' and drinkln', shootin', snortin', 
snitfin'. Welker stayed out of serious 
trouble, although he was involved in a few 
small scrapes, like the Chunky bar caper. 
"Eight of us ripped off a candy factory once 
and took two boxes of Chunky bars. The 
police took us in but it never Clime to 
anything." 
It was during an Oral Interpretation class 
at City College in New York City th1t he 
firat got the Idea that he could make a living 
by making people laugh. 'We were told 
that we had to speak for three minutes So I 
worked up some material. I told them it was 
all Dick Gregor( a stuff so that if they didn't 
like it, I could blame it on him. But au 
contraire, the class went crazy. It was like, 
(OU know, the germ hit me. That W88 it, 
man. Those three minutes tumed me on." 
To: Memben of the Class of 1m 
From: Your Class Officers 
He left school to become a 
comic, did a brief stint as a disc 
Norfolk, Virginia and then returned 
York and fell in with an off centM 
group called "The Last Poets." 
began working at the Improvisation, 
York club for aspiring talent and from 
eventually made appearances on the 
Paar Show and landed in a starring 
the oldest son, J.J. in the CBS·1V 
"Good Times". 
Whenever possible Jimmie takes 
out from his shooting schedule to 
appearances at the Improvisation, 
Comedy Store (a similar club in 
Angeles), on numerous television 
and et colleges throughout the 
"Those colleges, man! The 
audiences in the world!" About 
the "Good Times" sttow he says, 
actor. I'm a comic who lucked into a 
thing. What the show has done for 
with all that exposure, is get me where 
goin' a lot quicker. You know whit 
dream is? Like, word gets all over 
" Man, he's good, he Ia really good!" 
Good7 He's OY-NO-MITEIIII 
Subject: Homecoming Concession (for S.turday Night) 
The class of 1m will be Hlling wine and cheese at the nightclub 
evening on Homecoming Weekend. Anyone wishing to help should aHenct 
a mHtlng that will be held on W.ctnesday, October 1, at 4:00p.m. In tht 
Wedge. 
We are seeking help from those of you who are Interested In workint 
for the class. Any more Information, contact the oHicen: 
Ray Baker 
Kathy Molony 
Bill Cunningham 
Dennis Metrick 
Judy Scherben 
Box1529 
Box 1744 
Box 2242 
Boxl80 
Box 1206 
Flu Vaccine now available at the Health Office 
in Stoddard C, Hock field Rood en trance. 
Hours: 11 a.m. to 12 noon 
1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Cost: $2.00 
Monday thru Friday 
D.C. - The Youthgrants in 
IJ..n'\lllnltles program of the National 
for the Humanities (NEH) has 
23 grants to support projects 
out by young people around the 
S. Berman, Chairman of the 
Endowment for the Humanities, 
the grants in Washington. 
v~uotlw,.u .. tt program, presently in 
year, offers young pefS()ns an 
to obtain Federal support to 
,,,,.,.fti1"- projects which they 
developed. The program 
to stimulate the interest of 
In the humanities and to 
oppoftunity for young people 
...... , ...... .,," In the humanities to make 
ns by conducting projects 
those of experienced 
Applicants may be in or out 
and may be sponsored by local 
auch as colleges or libraries or 
as Individuals. Applications by 
young persons are also en-
_. of projects recently funded 
MV8f'al high school curriculum 
projects; scholarty research 
In philosophy, art history, 
and American history; translation 
tnd 88Wfal film and videotape 
ries. Several representative 
ere: 
Macklis and Peter Baldwin, 18-
freehmen at Yale University, seek 
_,....,,. the continuing importance 
to American culture by 
the Influences of major 
_.,_,. .... ,tt ""' philosophers on the 
illlnltelleiCtual figures of the American 
thought of Jefferson, 
Ma•disc:)n Hamilton, and John 
be examined for ita relationship 
of Locke, Hume, Hobbes, and 
The grant of $2,816 will 
proc:f!Jce a teacher's manual.and 
handbook for use in secondary 
is a philosophy major from 
Pennsylvania; Baldwin is a 
major from Baltimore, Maryland. 
Naratil, a 13-year old eighth-
In Newburgh, New York, has 
weeks of the summer 
houses built in the tote 
and earty twentieth centuries in 
He will compare blocks and 
well as individual houses and will 
the ways in which architecture 
~h,..-aa the social life of the residents. The 
result in a paper to be made 
to historic preservation agencies 
pamphlet detailing a walking tour 
emphasizing its history and 
The Newburgh Free Library 
research and supplementary 
and will administer the $810 
.Ynutlhn•·aftt of $4,960 to the Eastern 
Opportunities Council In 
Massachusetts will underwrite 
for a study of the history of 
reform programs and related 
in jurisprudence from the 
IIX>'s through the first part of this 
Under the guidance of a legal 
seven young people between the 
16 and 18, themselves former 
offenders, will help research the 
and prepare a report suitable for 
1 script for a video production. The 
will be directed by William 
23, the Youth Coordinator for the 
llrll.,.,;,~o- Council. 
Ornstein, 19, of Oberlin College in 
hea been awarded a grant of $1 ,sn 
ltlldy of American traditional music. 
ltlhrlo-rnulsie<>IOI:JV major with several 
avro•r~aftt•A In both archival and field 
in folk music, Ornstein will 
particularly the native tradition of 
visiting various rural areas In 
recording the performances, 
techniques of local musicians 
kept alive the fiddler heritage, 
~~~~~' '"""'"nt"inn the music's relation to 
culture. She will study 
fiddlers in Burlington, 
and fiddlers in the Appalachian 
rish tradition in Mt. Airy, North 
Because Ornstein - who con 
herself a performer wittlin the 
as well as a recorder of them -
an opportunity to teach "old·time 
to Oberlin students, the project is 
as a step toward making 
music an acceptable part of the 
school curriculum. 
Youthgrant of $1,326 to Robert E. 
21, of Lisle, Illinois will support a 
the traditional Hindu art of 
which emphasizes the 
development of health rather than the 
combating of disease. Svoboda seeks to 
draw attention to this approach to medicine 
and to other medical theories and practices 
relatively unknown to Western physicians. 
With the guidance of several senior con-
sultants, he will Interview eminent 
physicians in the urban areas of 
Maharashtra, an Indian state of which 
Bombay is the capital. From theee 
dialogues he will develop a manuscript to 
be submitted fOf publication both in the 
United States and in India. Svoboda is a 
graduate student in chemistry from the 
University of Oklahoma; he Is now studying • 
In India. 
A complete list of Youthgranteea, by 
state, follows: 
Callfomia 
Bonnie Jean Peny, 24, of Riverside, 
California; $3, 166; study of nineteenth· 
century educational gtaphica for children. 
Robert M. Hecht, 21, Yale University, 
New Haven, Connecticut; $2,789; study of 
economic and cultural values of Fulanl 
herdsmen in Niger, Afnc.. 
Connecticut 
Christine Stansell, Yale University, New 
Haven, Connecticut; $4,219; community 
participation historical study of Fair Haven, 
Connecticut. 
Roger Macldla, 18, and Peter Baldwin, 
18, Yale University, New Haven, Con-
necticut; $2,816; documentation of the 
influences of major eighteenth-<:entury 
philosophers on the leading intellectual 
figures of the American revolution. 
' 
Illinois 
Robert E. Svoboda, 21, Lisle, Illinois; 
$1,326; study of the traditional Hindu art of 
medicine. 
Indiana 
John E. Gansfuss, 24, Purdue University, 
West Lafayette, Indiana; $7,600; (fundt 
transferred to National Science Foundation 
Student Originated Studies for a Joint NEH· 
NSF grant); geophysical techniques applied · 
to archaeofoglcal exploration. 
Iowa 
Clay R. Bauake, 24, Spirit Lake, Iowa; 
$8,<8l; dOICumentary film of Stone City, 
Iowa. 
Masuchusetta 
William Lazarus, 23, East8fn Middlesex 
Opportunities Council, Somerville, 
Maaachuaetts; $4,960; etudy of the history 
of juvenile reform programs and retated 
developments In jurisprudence in the 
nineteenth-century. 
Katharine Torrey, 21, Amherst, 
Massachusetts; $1 ,880; study of the native 
music of the Hebrides Islands of Scotland. 
Ellen Rosendale, 20, Wellesley, 
Massachusetts; $800; study and translation 
of D~rtes' work. 
David Upset, 24, Belmont, 
Massachusetts; $4, 172; study of the 
writings and worit of the anthropologist 
Gregory Bateson. 
Uriel Maranhas, 28, Fort Taber Historical 
Association, Inc., New Bedford, 
Massachusetts: · $1.482; research for 
pamphlets and an e)(hibit on the history of 
the Fort Taber coastal defense systems. 
I n Brazil, "thumbs up" means 
that everything Is "A-O.K." 
This boy now has hope for a 
better tomorrow because 
Project HOPE was there. 
HOPE is doing similar work 
in Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, 
The West Indies, Tunisia, 
Ethiopia and the United 
States. Make it a ''thumbs 
up" world. 
Give to: 
PROdEGT 
lflllll 
Dept A 
Washington, D. C. 20007 
New York 
Thomas Naratil, 13, Newburgh, NfiW 
York; $810; study of the ways In which 
architecture affected the social life of the 
residents of Newburgh. 
Charles Ray, 20, University of Rochester, 
Rochester, New York; $1,816; study of the 
"Americanization" of Immigrants In 
Rochester at thf tum of the centurv. 
Deborah L Silverman, 20, The Bron)(, 
New York; $2,233; .rudy of avant-~r~ 
Parisian artists of the late nineteenth· 
century. 
Richard M. van Nort, 21 , MetropoUtan 
Mueeum of Art, New Yorlc. New York; 
$5,826; development of expanded 
humanitiee C\lrriculum for young people. 
Ohio 
Lisa Ornstein, 19 Obertin College, 
Oberlin, Ohio; $1,9:'7, study of American 
traditional music. 
Thomas Ball, 22, Cleveland, Ohio; $9,212; 
documentarv film on religion and 
mythology in India. 
Oregon 
Charte. Bigelow, 29, Portland, Oregon; 
$3,082; typographic transcription and 
translation of Pacific Northwest Indian 
literature. 
Pennsylvania 
Robert Cutter, 21, Wayne Pennsylvania; 
$1,421, Study of nineteenth-century 
political writing. 
Tennessee 
George Westerfteld, 28, Highlander 
Research and Education Center (New 
Market, Tennessee), Townsend, Ten· 
nessee; $6,936; editing of American folklore 
material for the uses of scholars and 
students. 
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Army hurtin' For those that like to look at the pictures • • • 
by Anthony Schmitz 
(CPSI - Even though the job market 
looks grim, fewer college graduates are 
applying for jobs through Army recruitment 
offices. the perenially low number of 
college graduates enlisting in the Army has 
sunk even lower in recent years. • 
While about 5 per cent of Army recruits 
had college degrees at the end of 1971, only 
1.8 per cent are college graduates now. 
During the same period the number of 
recruits with at least one year of college 
experience dipped from 18 per cent to 10.7 
per cent. 
Although fewer college students seem 
inuwested in the Army, the Army isn' t any 
less interested in them. A recruitment 
otf1cer m Washington, DC, Major Fred 
Shirley, said the Army would like to 
continue to fill at least 10 per cent of the 
Army w ith college·experienced recruits. 
"These people should be good for the 
Army,'' Shirley said " They're easier to 
train, they're easier to motivate. " 
Even though the number of college· 
trained recruits has sunk, higher education 
standards have been imposed in general for 
Army enlistees, Shirley said. He also listed 
higher education standards as one of the 
reasons why enlistment quotas weren't 
meet m August and probably won't be 
reached in September. 
The Army fell shon of iiS August quota 
by 18 per cent, w1th about 15,500 new 
recruits signing up Instead of the 18,900 
projected. The predicted shortfall for 
September is 2000 recruits. 
Shirley said a recently imposed quota 
system suggesting that at least 65 per cent 
of Army recruits have a high school degree 
IS responsible for some of the shortage of 
recruits. In the last fiscal year, about 58 per 
cent of Army recruits held a high school 
degree, Sirley sa1d. 
An upswing in the economy may have 
been pan of the reason for recruitment 
problems as well, Sh~tley speculated. "We 
can't deny that the economy had an ef 
feet," he said. "In the 17 through 21 age 
group, the age group we recruit most, are 
the people with no college or no trainmg. 
They have difficulty fmding a JOb. But in 
August. with the economy improving, 
maybe they thought they'd stay out and 
find a job." 
"Maybe they'll stay out until' fall or winter 
and then we might see them coming back 
again," Shirley added. 
And as jobs go, Army pay is at least 
better than most. Career military personnel 
- both officers and enlisted men were 
found to earn $1600 more per year than the 
axerage civilian in .a f973 Library of 
Congress study. The current base pay is 
$344 a month, plus room, board and 
medicat benefits. 
Average college enrollment down 
(CPS) - More high school students are 
turning thumbs down on college these 
days. 
The percentege of men graduating from 
high school who planned to go to college 
declined from 76 per cent in October 1972 
to 69 per cent in October 1974, the Cenaua 
Bureau repona. The percentage of college-
=w (j , ;, 
bound women remained the same - about 
70 per cent. 
Similar results were found In a Purdue 
University study. Fewer high school 
students are enrolling in "college prep" 
type couraee now and are opting instead 
for vocational courses, according to survey 
results. 
-
This newspaper is the product of over 120 man-hours 
of work by about 20 people, 81 hours of which was 
racked up by 6 people. 
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mov1e 
As if there weren't already more than 
enough to worrv about (why was NBC's 
..,...,rac111 of the Winter Olympics so un· 
11tisfying; why don't more people watch 
Sonny end Cher on Monday nights; could I 
!liVe been wrong about Cennon and Monty 
both of which seem to have lm· 
mightily during the last several 
now one must worry about Kurt 
.Vlll'lnUUUI Jr, 
NET Playhouse persuaded Mr. Vonnegut 
whip up an hour and a half of television 
week (transmitted nationally by PBS) 
BerwtHJn Time and Timbuktu - 11 
Fantasy. The idea is a simple and 
one. Stony Stevenson (played by 
Hickey) wins a jingle contest sponsored 
''Blast off," the space food of the 
ts. First prize- in the contest is 
blasted off from Mission Control into 
"chrono-synclastic infundibulum," or 
space warp. Thus our first poet· 
•u·onau1 experiences human history, past 
future, simultaneously, and comments 
it. 
history turns out to consist 
of dramatized snippets from Mr. 
negut"s novels and short stories. The 
ono·synclastic infundibulum is 
hnr1rnvv1K't from The Sirens of Titan. The 
technologized sochity, in which only 
engineers work, IS borrowed from Player 
Piano, Bokononism (with Kevin McCarthy 
J)laymg the part of the prophet of "harm 
less hes"l is borrowed from Cat'.<: Credle. 
The "suicide parlor" in an age of over· 
and the handicapping of human 
to keep anybody from being m any 
better than anyone else, are botiT 
"'IIV·rovven from stories in Welcome to the 
Monl<ey House. There is a sprinkling of • 
Rosewater, and a segment from Von 
negut's play, Happy Birthday, Wanda 
June. And the notion that we have to be 
careful about wh!lt we pretend to be, 
because we tend to end up being what we 
have pretended, was first proposed 1n 
Mother Ntght. 
It is a very funny hour and a half, because 
Ill Mr. Vonnegut IS a very funny writer; (2) 
Mr. H1ckey as the tender-minded poet· 
atronaut is marvelous - the schlemiel is 
no longer Jewish-specific, he 1s the awk· 
~ard senSitive adolescent in all of us; and 
131 Bob and Ray, who play ex-astronaut 
d Williams Jr. and Walter Gesundheit at 
MISSion Control, are hilarious - even if 
their routine was largely perfected a year or 
so ago in Norman Lear's movie Cold 
Turlcey. Mr. Vonnegut's night- tenors -
conformity, the military mmd, technological 
despotism, heing stranded in Schenectady, 
N. Y. - are the bad dreams of most 
reasonable men and women these days. 
They are even partial realities. Soul-
devouring Molochs patrol the mindscape In 
helicopters, strafing all the niceness. 
And yet ... f worry about Mr. Vonnegut. 
He once said in a speech that the trouble 
with Americans is that we don't know how 
to end things, we are good at starting. big 
on middles, lousy in finishing up. And he 
cheerfully admitted that the charge was 
11Lacombe, Lucien" 
tynopsis: 
( 7944) A small town in Southwestern 
France, Lucien Lacombe (PIERRE 
BLAISEI, a farm boy of seventeen, leaves 
his job as a porter at a hospital. Returning 
home, he finds his parents farm occupied 
by someone else; his father is now a 
prisoner In Germany and his mother 
!GILBERTE RIVEn is the mistress of the 
village mayor. The only place where Lucien 
feels free is hunting in the woods. whMe he 
displays abilities that set him above his 
P&ers. He decides to join the underground 
Resistance. Aware that the local teacher, 
M. labont (JACQUES RISPAL), is a leader 
•n the movement, he approaches him for an 
assignment, but is rebuffed. Laborlt 
considers Lucien too supid to work In the 
underground. 
Chagrined, Lucien starts back to the 
hospital on his bicycle, but a flat tire delays 
him beyond curfew time and he Ia picked 
up by the Gestapo and taken to a hotel that 
is used as a police station by the Vichy 
French police. Lucien drinks too much wine 
and blabs to the police about the un-
derground leaders In his town... the next 
day the teacher is arrested end brought in 
for intenogation. Impressed by what is 
happening around him, Lucien agrees to 
work for his new Nazi frienda. Political 
idaologl• are beyond him, so he easily 
adapb to the daily violence that becomee 
for him nothing more than a rabbit hunt for 
humane. Tonin (JEAN ROUGERIEI, a 
d~ policeman and Aubert (PIERRE 
OECAZ.ES), a format' bike racing champion, 
are hil delly companloM in torture and 
murder of undefground membere. The 
peasant crudeness of Lucien also is con-
trasted with the polished manner and 
cynical humor of another of his co-workers, 
the aristocratic and corrupt Jean-Bernard 
de Boisin (STEPHANE B'OUY) who tutors 
him ih lust and perversion. 
With Jean-Bernard as his mentor, Lucien 
is taken to a diltinguished Parisian tailor, 
Alben Horn (HOLGER LOWENADLER) a 
Jew who is hiding out in this small town 
with his mother, Bella Hom !THERESE 
GIESHEl and his daughter, France 
IAURORE CLEMENTI. Hom is com-
missioned to make Lucien a new suit He is 
forced to put up with Lucien's coarseness 
as he has in the past put up with Jean-
Bernard's blackmail. 
During the fitting of the suit, lucien 
hears the sound of a plano behind a closed 
door and one day discovers the existence 
of Horn's 20·year-old daughter, France. 
She is more amused than frightened by 
Lucien's newly acquired police authority 
and when he brings her a present of 
champagne, she openly criticizes the 
quality of his gift Horn tells Lucien that 
although he does not approve of Ilia at· 
tentions to his daughter, he cannot bring 
hi~self to hate him. 
lucien means no harm to Hom although 
he has been persuaded by Faure (RENE 
BOULOCI, the most virulent anti-Semite at 
the police station, that the old end wasted 
Horn is an enemy of the state. In deflanc.e 
of his fellow policemen and to the d*nay 
of Hom, Lucien courts France and takee 
her to a party at Geetapo headquarters. The 
hatreds provoked by the preeence of a 
young and attractive Jewfo:oh glr1 in this ugly 
true of his novels as well. He would equally 
cheerfully admit, I'm sure, that implicit in 
everything he writes is a simple an-
tirationalism. a fear that all science Is 
racist gathering, leave France in a state of 
hysteria. lucien's sympathetic behavior 
brings the couple closer together and that 
night they make love for the first time. 
Lucien moves in with the Homs. Each 
morning he goes to work at Gettapo 
headquarters as if he is wortcing In a fac· 
tory. His mother comes to wam him that he 
is on the Free French list of traitors end that 
he will be executed after the German's are 
driven out. Lucien says he knows thlt and 
gives his mother the money he ~· ~ed 
from various victims of hiS police career. 
Horn cannot reconcile himsetf to the in-
timate situation in which Lucien and France 
have placed themselveJ. He first accu .. 
his daughter of prostitution and then 
begging her pardon, dreams of escaping 
with her to Spain. He vainly triM to talk to 
Lucien as "man to man." 
In desperation, Hom goes to Gestapo 
headquarters to complain and Is confronted 
with the anti-Semitic, Faure, who 
recognizes him, arrests him and has him 
deported to concentration camp. Lucien is 
outranked and can do nothing for France's 
father. After 8 qu8"el with France, he 
moves out of her aoartment. 
With the end of the War near, the power 
of the France collaborators and their 
German masters begins to dlalntegrate. 
Tonln, chief of the French Gestapo Is 
wounded in 8 battle againlt the un-
derground and Jean-Bernard and his 
mlatrass, Betty Beaulieu ILOUMI 
IACOBESCOI, enroute to Spain, are killed 
in an ambulh. The ottter.. demonlllzed by 
news of the Allied ldwncea, tum to 
alcohol. Lucien ·Ia placed In charge of a 
Page 9 
manipulative and therefore evil, a sense 
that problems can't be solved and the best 
we can do is compese poems or concoct 
[con't to page 121 
captured Resistance officer. The officer 
urges him to set him free and to change hil 
allegiance. This would be a way out for 
Lucien, but the officer has ueed the same 
cavalier tone that he had first heard at the 
hospital, then at the farm and finally from 
the teacher In the Resistance. That evening 
the underground forces attack Gestapo 
headquarters and Lucien is the only one to 
escape with his life. 
In repirsal, the German army orders a 
masaive roundup. Lucien is teamed up with 
a German soldief and they go to pick up 
France and her grandmother who are on 
the list of hostages. While waiting for the 
Horns to pack their things, Lucien takes 
Albert Hom's POCket watch. The German 
soldier tells him that there are no thieves In 
the Gestapo ·and 1.-k.. the watch away 
from him and puts it !n his own pocket. On 
the way out of the apartment, Lucien 
rushed down the stairs and shoots the 
German in the back. He then carefully 
removes the watch. With the Horns in tow, 
he leaves for the country in a police car, but 
the car soon brnks down and they are 
forced to walk. 
The grandmother has a difficult time 
keeping with the youngsters and Lucien 
wants to abandon her, but France will not 
permit this. They finally arrive at a deserted 
farmhouse and Lucien shows his skill at 
trapping end hunting. He becomes the 
'providet' in this rustic eetting and the 
young couple live an almost idyllic 
existence until the liberation of Frence; 
then hta PMt eaten. up with him. 
Page 10 NEWSPEAK 
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committee members not to hold on to them 
more than three years. They an hated to 
quitl) In addition we will face a different 
kind of evaluation next March when the 
accrediting committee of the Engineers' 
Council for Profeaional Development 
looks us over. We eee this et ••major 
opportUnity for ECPD to demonl'tr8te its 
ability to encourage educational creetivity. 
Outsidtln Uke Our Students 
Three atudent teema have won Fourth 
Place Awardlln the netionwid& Lincoln Arc 
Wekting Foundation'• 11J15 Engineering 
Student Oeeign Competition. Clifford J. 
Ashton, 75, of Niantic, Connecticut. 
Wilson G. Oobaon, 75, of Manbto, 
Minnesota, end Roland L Moreau, 78, of 
Lewiston, Maine, won an award for their 
work on "Containment Failure of RotOt" • 
B~ in a Jet Engine." Prof. Ronald R. 
Biederman waa their advisor. Garrett T. 
Cavanaugh, '75, of Littleton, 
Maasachutettl, won a limilar prize for 
"Design of a Hemij)etvectomy PrMthelil." 
His advisor W81 Prof. Donald N. Zwiep. 
Graduate student Robert C. Dorney of 
North Smithfield, Rhode llland won hit 
award fOt "Deaign of a Laboratory Vehicle 
Simulator." Advieor was Prof. John A. 
Mayer, Jr. All awards brought caah prizes 
to the atudents. 
FBCulty Worked This Summer 
Supported by funds from the Sloan 
Foundation and the Ford Venture Fund, 
sixteen WPI faculty participated for six 
weeks thil aunvner In a program to help 
develop in engineering and science faculty 
a better understanding of the Interactions 
of technology and society. This 
represented a continuation of a program 
begun in the summer of 1974 with 21 
faculty. The director this pa8t summer wet 
Pro,fessor James S. Demetry. 
The educational phaae of the project 
brought to the group apeekera auch 81 
Martin Mclalghlin on global food in-
security, Darrell Randall on population 
problems; David Rielman on the challengea 
facing American higher education and 
Harry Booth on religion, ethics and 
technology. During the aecond phale of 
the program the faculty formed into teams 
to gain field experience in an area offering 
high potentill for interactive project topics. 
The results of their summer's work are 
contained in a folder entitled "Descriptions 
of Interactive Projects" which is availabte 
for student use at the lOP Center et they 
* 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * 
search for topics and advisors in meeting 
their lOP requirements for graduation. The 
scope of these possible projects which 
relate today' a techonology to the aolution 
of human problems ia faclnating reading. 
The projects fall into the general categories 
of Food and Population; Problema of the 
Small Community; Central Massachusetts 
Tomorrow; The Handicapped; Solar Home 
Heating; and the Future of Electric Power in 
New England. in each category the faculty 
participant• have aummarlzed several 
different project opportunitlea together 
with sources of additional Information for 
atudents. The pertlcipetlng faculty are now 
reedy and wafting for atudents to taka up 
the projecu. Copies of the repotta will be 
available at the Board meeting. 
Brief Notes About Other Fllculty 
Prof. Romeo L Moruzzl of electrical 
engineering has been appointed the aecond 
George I. Alden Special Prof8110f' of 
Engineering in recognition of his out-
standing teaching record. He aucceedl 
Prof. Kenneth E. Scott In this three-year 
appointment. 
Prof. Cer1 H. Koontz, civil engineering, 
won a place on the Worc.ter City Council 
ballot in November in the September 
preliminary election. He II teeking hla third 
consecutive term on the city's governing 
board. 
Jamet J. Hamon re.lgned as basketball 
coach and aaistant profNeor of physical 
education to eccept a high tchool guidance 
poaition In the Shepherd Hill School. His 
replacement Ia Kenneth J. Kaufman who 
haa been appointed for this year. 
Robert A. Peura, Aaaoclate Profelaor of 
Electrical Engineering and Biomedical 
Engineering, on October 10th received one 
of two Wettem Electric Fund Awardl for 
Excellence In Instruction of Engineering 
Students by the New England Section of 
the American Society for Engineering 
Education. The award II both to honor an 
outstanding teacher of engineering and to 
serve et an Incentive for him to make 
further contributions to teaching. An 
honorarium of $1,000 accompanied the 
award. 
Aa pert of our faculty development 
program, four teaching-learning workahopa 
will be held during this year under the 
leadership of Profeuora Goodwin, Hoskins, 
and Majmudar. The aim of theM 
worbhops ia to bring to the campus 
outatandlng people with apedalexpertiee in 
an Important aspect of the teaching-
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C THE UERVICLE: 
1. Find someone who has a freezer. 
2. Put a bottle of jose Cuervo Gold in it. 
3. Go away. 
4. Come back later that same day. 
5. Open the bottle and pour a shot of the 
golden, viscous liquid. 
6. Drink it with grace and dignity. 
Or other people, if they're not around. 
JOSE CUI:-.RVOa TI.QU II.A. IIO P ROOF 
IM POR TED AN D BOTTLED BY() 1'17), ~EUBLE IN .INC . HARTFORD, CONN 
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leerning process. Through their lecturea-
dlsculliona and staff- atudent seminars 
we hope to Improve the quality of that 
procesa with better understanding by both 
atudents and faculty. 
The flrat worbhop will be held on Oc-
tober 3rd and 4th with Dr. Ronald Taylor, 
Professor of Paychology and Director, 
Center for Life Programa and Studlel, 
Univeralty of Colorado, apeaking on "The 
College Leeming Environment." 
Cooper•tion Grow. 
Announced thilaummer were two mora 
dual degree programa with WPI. Both 
Anna Marla and Aaeumptlon Cote.g. witt 
not particlp~~te In the program where their 
atudents can move on to WPI mer three 
yeara to complete an engineering degree In 
two mora years. They join Elmira, Em-
manuel, Holy Croa. and Regia Coalegaa In a 
program which broaden• atudant 
educational opportunitlaL 
• The naw Ph.D. program In the 
biomedical lclencel Is In the proceee of 
aelecting its tnt students. This cooperative 
venture with Clat'tt and The W~ 
Foundation for Experimental Biology h81 
WPI and Clark awarding the Ph.D. but the 
thelia retearch being done at the Foun-
dation. Overaeeing the program II a 
tripartite committee. We are fortunate to be 
able to share the outstanding t.cllltiel and 
expertise of our -.r lnatltutiona. 
Al8o underway Ia an exploration of 
cooperative education. Funded by a grant 
from the U. S. Office of Education, we will 
evaluate the beneflta and coeta of the 
"study awhile; work awhile" educational 
proceaa. Thla dfffera from the Plan In 
having the Student peld ea an~ by 
the organization where he WOtka at jot. not 
neceaaarlly related to hie academic 
program. And no faculty supervltion of the 
work tHea place. In theM tough economic 
times we want to help our atudents 
financially as much as poaalble. 
Cooperative education Ia one way. 
Our exploration of cooperative ventures 
with Clark and Holy Crou movet llcMt, 
Summer vacations and buay prealdiu .. 
achedulea haven't helped, but wt loa 
forward to progre~~ thla fall. An Initial ..._ 
of computer activitlea haa not led to • 
thuaiastlc recommendation• to lola 
together, bUt we are ltill looking. ... 
atitutional cooperetion on subltamlllt 
mattera il clearly not aeay. 
WPf Ltues 1\w Di6ting1Mhed A/utnfi 
WPI la.t two loyal friandl in Augu~t .. 
the dea1ha of Frenk C. HarringtOn, "'I, 1111 
Francis W. Rovs. '08. Mr. Harrington .... 
we. 98 when he died we. belleYad •• 
WPra olda8t alumnus. He W8l an .... 
and ct.. Maetllrf • an und•grwh• 
Later, he MfV8d 81 vice preeid8frt af .. 
Alumni Aaeoclatlon and from 1838 to 111 
81 a truatee. Hie active ptof1181o..,. -. 
spanned more than flfty v-ra • an ._ 
in the Me .. achuaetta Proteot~~~a 
Aaeoclatlon and the Paul Revere 1,.... 
Company. Although ectlve In ...., 
fraternal and civic activltl8l, he ~ ... 
time to MNe hla Alma Mater. Harring~~~ 
Auditorium wu buRt ea a tribute to hilt 1111 
hit late brother Charlel, '96 In 1987. At .. 
time, he urged the Foundadona eatabiiiNII 
by him and hla brother to make the glfl 
then. "Tech needl it naN," he uld. "Daltt 
wait 'till I'm gone." He'd ocC8Iionaly Wi 
the auditorium, enjoying watching It In'* 
We ahara with Trustee Robert Ha,.._ 
and his family in the lou of a fine frilllll 
Dean Royt wet known to every aluiNM 
who graduated priOt" to 1fa). He a.Y8d a. 
the faculty for 48 yeara et a teactw IR 
mechanical engineering, as depal"'n* 
head and at the time of his retirement Ia 
1983 et vice preaidant and deen of * 
faculty. Three times in hll career he ..,. 
111 acting prealdent of WPI, first follollwq 
the death of Preaident Ralph Ear1e In 1• 
next at the death of Pielldent Wat TJIIr 
Cluveriua in 1962, and then again )ul 
before Pretident Arthur Bronwell w 
appointed in 1966. The college awardltl 
[con't next page) 
Sex bias banned 
by Cynthill Crosssn 
(CPS) - Women's groups and lobbies 
heaved aighe of relief as the finaf version of 
the controversial litle IX regulations 
cleared Congress this summer, but their 
victory may be short·llved. 
Although the July 21 deadline for 
disapproving the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare !HEW) enforcement 
policies passed without congressional 
action, bills designed to weaken the original 
Title IX law are still pending. 
It took HEW three years to devise en-
forcement regulations fOt Title IX of the 
Educational Amendments of 19n which 
banned sex bias in any "educational 
program or activity receiving federal 
financial assistance." Many of the en-
forcement headaches surrounded the 
effects of Title IX on intercollegiate 
athletics, which have traditionally been 
financed and administered almost ex-
clusively for men. 
The final, amended version of the en-
forcement regulations was signed by 
President Ford late in May and releet&d for 
congreaaional action in June. Congress 
then had 46 days to send the regulations 
back to HEW if they seemed iAconaistent 
with the original19n law. Since Congress 
failed to take action by July 21, the 
regulations automatically went into effect. 
Title IX foes in Congress did their best to 
prevent some of the regulations from 
becoming law, especially those relating to 
intercollegiate athletics and physical 
education classes. HEW's guidelines 
require secondary and post-secondary 
schools receiving any federal funds to offer 
equal opportunity for women to participate 
in intercollegiate sports, either by 
organizing separate teams or by allowing 
women to compete for places on the men's 
teams. Within the three-year grace period, 
the 2700 colleges and universities affected 
by litle IX must integrate all physical 
education classes except for those in 
contact sports. 
Several attacks on HEW's enforcement 
policies took place pnor to the July 21 
deac11ine but were beaten back by the 
lobbying efforts of several women's 
groups. Congressional observers called the 
women's lobbying a classic " saturation" 
effort, but it took three House votes to 
defeat the " Casey amendment" whic.h 
would have barred HEW from requiring an 
end to sex segregation In physical 
education classes and university·based 
honorary or professional fraternities and 
sororities. 
Although Congress can no lana-
disapprove of the HEW regulations, It «a~ 
still amend the original Title IX legillaliaR. 
Rep. James G. O'Hara (D·Mil introduced a 
bill early this summer to limit Title IX'a 
jurisdiction over revenue-producing • 
tercollegiate sports and physical educadali 
classes because, he said, his conatitu-
were worried about boys and girls sharing 
locker rooms. O'Hara's bill was sent beet 10 
committee befOte the July 21 deadlflt 
passed and is subject to Congreaeionlt 
review. 
Women's groups are also facing a Thll 
IX fight In the Senate. Hearings started dill 
week on Sen. John Tower's (R-TXl aped 
bill which would protect revenues -""' 
by intercollegiate sports Of teams from Tldt 
IX's bat'l on aex diacrjmination. 
But the fiercest battle to keep the Title IX 
regulations strong and effective Ia naw 
raging between women's groupe and HEW 
At the same time HEW sent the finll 
regulations to Congress, It published a nM 
"procedural regulation" in which It 
proposed to atop invettlgating individult 
complaints entirely and instead concenU. 
ita efforts on pursuing what it calls broldo 
baaed "pattern and practice" 
discrimination. 
Women's groupe and some 63 senatGII 
who paaaed a resolution asking HEW To 
reconsider this proposal believe this ~ 
leave no recourse for women or minoritlll 
with diacrimination complaints except I 
legal battle in the courts, which many COIM 
not afford. Although HEW's guidelinll 
require schools to set up internal grievanct 
committees, women won't have much faitll 
in a procedure "entirely the creature of till 
institution that's being charged," accordir!t 
to Holly Knox, director of the P1oject on 
Equal Education Rights. ' 
Knox said most women think the IIIIV 
itself provides almost everything women 
need to protect their rights in education lXII 
that HEW has done a "lousy" job in-
vestigating cases. " HEW doesn' t want to 
cut off funds so schools think they can dJJ8 
their feet and delay. It's time HEW started 
getting serious about enforcing their laws." 
Knox said. 
Although HEW's regulations are now thl 
law, Title IX i .. not invincible. Congress stl 
has the power to amend the original law if 
they believe it has been interpreted too 
broadly. For now, women·s groups aft 
hoping that Title IX will be strong enough 
to withstand the opposition until collegll 
ard universities start changing themsell/tlo 
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lcon't from preceeding page] 11 In the seminar room of the Gordon 
Library. Senator Edward Brooke IRl of 
Maasechuaetta and Senator Thomaa 
Mclntyra (0) of New Hampahire prealded. 
Thia new form of checking accounta which 
draw lntereat and are IVailable at aavlnga 
banks are legal only In Maasachuaetta and 
New Hampahire. T eetimony was taken 
from repreaentatives of" banking and 
consumer groups to aid the committee in 
preparing legialation which will make them 
avau.ble throughout the country. WPI waa 
invited to holt the hearing by the Gennl 
Services Administration which was seeking 
a "neutral" hall with fine faclllti• in 
Worcester which was centrally located for 
the witnesses. Several of us enjoyed a 
luncheon discussion In Morgan Hell with 
Senator'9rooke after the hearing. · 
!lin the honorary doctorate of engineering 
i11939. 
, Active CMTJpU$ 
Salisbury laboratories are now a mesa. 
lilt that means that Granger Contracting 1e 
111 the preliminary phaMe of remodeling the 
• yt~r old building Into effectlw, modem 
.-toriel. clearooms, and officee. Life 
1_.•1Ucian<:es, Humanltlee, Social Science and 
filley Stud'-, and Management will return 
1111t fall for another 90 years. 
The catalog for lnterteeaion '78 Ia on the 
_.standi now, offering more than 140 
1110rt cou,.... next Janoary. We welcome 
.,., anendance at one or more aa student 
••lecturer. 
Along thia line we have a fascinating 
.... of cultural events. The Spectrum 
... of live performances and the 
r-~J•(IMmatech series of films are varied and 
.. .,.;~.llllghtful and open to ell. Along with 
-r opportunities on other Worceeter 
..,uses, students ere now preaented the 
wonunity for a Consortium-wide music 
.,Don and participation in multi-campus 
llllical organizationa. 
Pllcement too is active with ovet two-
llildl of our graduates placed in jobs or 
flduate school. Especially intriguing to 
..,.. of pioneer spick is our eight shiny 
., civil engineers who have •24,000' per 
fllr jobs on the AlasUn Pipeline! 
And then there was West Street. It's 
open again and our predictions are being 
fulfiMed. The West and Institute Road 
intersection is a dangerous one. In earfy 
September, there were three accident• at 
the intersection within a week. In the most 
serious mishap, a WPI student riding his 
motorcycle was hit broadside by a car 
which reportedly went through a stop sign. 
He ia expected to be in the hospital for 
several weeka with severe injuries. A fourth 
accident that same week occurred when a 
sun-blinded motorist hit the rear of a 
parked WPI truck on Institute Road in the 
dormitory area. 
lttrd Politics Too 
A subcommittee of the Senate Com-
lllttee on Banking and Anance conducted 
••ring on NOW accounts on September 
The student newspaper has begun a 
campaign to alert its raeders to the need for 
extra caution when using surrounding 
streets. 
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DT 
OT 
DT 
DB 
OI·P 
DT 
OT 
OT·DT 
TE·DE 
HI 
DE 
HI·LB 
LB 
TE 
OT 
DT 
DE 
c 
F8 
01 
HI 
c 
MG 
DB 
H8 
OT 
DE 
OB 
LB 
H8 
SE·K 
OG 
OG 
OG 
LB 
MG 
TE·DE 
08 
D8 
DE 
08 
FB 
s 
F8 
08 
s 
OG 
OG 
H8·LB 
SE 
c 
DB 
Aoe Hr. Wot. H111h School 
~~ ::: ~ Wellboro 
6,1 Wlnllow ~7 ... 10 119060 Fremlngham South 19 S'9 166 Wedlu..u Reg. 
20 8'0 226 Doheny 
1B 5,11 220 Bl8hop Hendrlcken 20 5'8 166 Sprlngfletd Ceth. 
21 8,1 190 Johnecon ludlow 
18 5'11 170 Wlnllow 
18 5'10 110 St. John'e 
2.0 8'1 200 
%1 8'1 215 Brooklyn Tech 
18 1'0 1. ~::'=-d 
18 57 110 Bettlen 
~ ::~ 1 ~ X.vlrien 8roe. 
21 8,1 m LeSelle Acedemv 
20 8
,
3 1
_ I.Aelle lnMIIute 
- St. ff1n~ 18 5'11 170 Lynn Enolllh 
~= ::~ l~ South 
21 8'3 230 Dotlerty 
18 8'3 190 St. Pwtet'a ' 
111 5'1 1156 ~= Mtmorilll 
20 5'10 170 Maurv Mem. 
18 I' t 111 Bllhop Stena 
18 57 110 Wlndeor Cent1'81 
20 1'8 171 SIOMMm 
~~ ::~ m ~=rd 
20 8'0 210 St. John'• 
21 5'11 110 Nonh 
21 1'10 170 Doheny 
18 8'1 110 Brooklyn Tech 
17 ::: : Mt. G,.ytock Reg. ~~ 1'1 111 - =~ ~=·· 20 5'10 1150 W8YIInd 
21 &'10 185 Seeluwtk 
18 1'10 201 W•boro 
11 8'3 111 Ollinlno 
2t 8'0 175 Rumeon·Felrtt.ven 
11 8'0 11& Ooh«tv 
111 1'8 170 Som.-
111 8'2 17ti lpewlch 
18 6'8 185 Holy Neme 
20 8'0 200 Mt. Blue 
21 1'10 201 Cumblflend 
111 11'11 110 Pompton !Allee 
11 1'0 118 Fairfield Prep. 
18 1'3 180 Sheohlfd H. Reg 
20 5'10 185 St. f>Wiet'a 
11 5'11 11111 FitchburG 
21 8'1 17ti Lelceetet 
20 8'0 185 Leiceetlf 
111 1'2 200 St. Petet'a 
21 11'8 180 Hollleton 
til 5'10 17ti DIIYid Prouty 
17 5'1 140 Actofl·lollboro 
20 11'10 1811 St. Johnlburv 
19 I' 1 210 Glen Cove 
20 5'1 170 Doheny 
18 6'8 180 Tallento Reg. 
111 8'1 180 Clln\Ofl 
18 8'0 17ti Stonehltll 
23 5'8 1811 Thayer Aclldemv 
Homtrown 
Wtllboro, Me. 
Wlnllow, Me. 
Fremlnghem, Me. 
Hoklln. Me. 
Wore.-.,, Me. 
Oranoe Petk, AI. 
Springfield, Me. 
Joh11teon, R.I. • 
luclow, Me. 
Wlnllow. Me. 
W~lf. Me. 
Brooktvn, N.Y. 
Cumberland, R.I. 
Boume, Me. 
Wtbtcer, Me. 
w.......,,Me. 
G....,..vlle, R.I. 
Wetervltt, N.Y. 
HtmbufQ, N.Y. 
Lvnn. Me. 
W~et.Mt. 
Worc..tet, Me. 
Worcetttr, Me. 
Rtlldlna, Me. 
L.vclow, Me. 
Milllurv. Me. 
W•pon. Me. 
Wlndeor, N.Y. 
SIOMhtm, Me. 
Mer11:hetCet, N.H. 
Bedtorcl, Me. 
w~.Me. 
Worcett•, Me. 
Worceteet, Me. 
AMOrie,N.Y. 
WlllemltOwn, Me. 
Sllrinofttkl, Me. 
KlttiiV, Me. 
Wevlend, Me. 
Seellonk. Me. 
W•boro, Me. 
Olllnlno, N.Y. 
RumMHI, N.J. 
Worcettlf, Me. 
Som«Mt, Me. 
lphlictl, MI. 
Worceecet, Me. 
Temple, Me. 
Cumbertend, R.I. 
Pompton !Allee, N.J . 
Flllrfltld, Ct. 
Dudley, Me. 
Worc:etCet, Me. 
Richburg, Me. 
ChtffY Vellty, Me. 
Leic"'"· Me. 
Worc:eetet', Me. 
Hol.-on, Me. 
Spencer, Me. 
Acton, Me. 
St. Johnlb\Jrv, Vt. 
Gllf'l Cove, NY. 
Worc:e«er, Me. 
BoYlStOn, 'Me. 
Clinton, Me. 
Stonehem, Me. 
Weymouth, Me. 
1915 WPI FOOTBALL SCHEDULE 
Sept. 20 UNION 1:30 p.m. 
Sept. 27 et Bowdolfl 1:30 p.m. 
Oct.18 WESLEYAN 1:30 p.m, 
Oct. 26 II Co .. t Guerd 2:00p.m. 
Nov. 1 R.P.l . 1!30 p.m 
Tremer: Delli T. Wilton 
Oct. 4 MIODLEIIJRY 1!30p.m. 
Oct.ll et Betea 1:30p.m. Nov. 8 11 Norwich 1:00p.m . 
Fund Reising - Dir•ct 11nd Indirect 
Although the country Ia auffering a 
depresaed economy, our fund raising ef. 
forts are continuing to bear fruit. The Plan 
to Ra.tora the Balance haa paaad the 
$12.75 million mark. Recent grants include 
the Kresge Foundation. In 1913 they 
awarded us a grant of •160,000 for the 
Project Center. They liked what we did with 
that and swarded us a second grant of 
$100,000 provided that we raise the 
neceaaary fundi to complete Salisbury Hall 
by June 30, 1976. Visits to the campua have 
been made by the Lilly, Kendall, and Exxon 
Foundations. In eech case we are op-
timistic. 
Alumni who Include WPI in their willa 
continue to be a meaningful source of 
funds with 10 bequa.ts amounting to 
$96,124.56 received over the past Six 
months. 
A great deel of energy and time has been 
focuaed on preparation for the Alumni 
General Gift Campaign which .- will be 
launched in late October. The strategy Ia to 
contact over 7000 alumni using telephones 
to urge their support of The Plan to Restore 
the Balance. Committees have been 
organized across the country and over 400 
alumni have volunteered to man the 
p~na. ' 
Research grants, too have been coming 
our way. The largest research grant ever 
received at WPI was in the amount of 
$223,900 from NSF. Funded waa a study to 
develop computer models for evaluating 
large area interconnected Power syatems to 
determine the relative need for additional 
power generation stations and increased 
diatribution systems to provide reliable 
energy. Prof. Kevin Clements of electrical 
engineering is the principal inveetigator. 
Another major research grant was made to 
Prof. Yi Hua Ma of chemical engineering in 
the amount of $74,276 for a two veer study 
of coal liquefaction for the Gulf Research 
and Development Company. Prof. Armand 
J. Silva, head of the depanment of civil 
engineering, has received a grant of almost 
$80,000 from the Office of Naval Research 
for study of the geotechnical properties of 
ocean sediments. 
Higher Educ11tion in MllsSllchusetts 
The Association of Independent Colleges 
and Universities in Massachusetts has been 
dealing with ever more complex and 
Like most things. the cost of 
oltendtog me<icol schcd 
has risen sharply 
CNef the lost 
decode. To monv 
mediCal students 
that cost repre-
sents a heavy 
oodel\ o rtnonclal 
problem that con 
affect you COO· 
ceotrotion 
II needn't be 
thof WO(. The 
Armed Faces 
Health ProtesstonS 
Scholoohip Progarn 
was Ol'iginoted to 
free you from those 
wanes tv1en ond 
women -M"'I qualify 
Will halie lhe costs of 
!her rnedicOI eOJco· 
lion COYefed, ond 
will also receNe a 
subslonhol mon1t11y 
alloNonce 
frustrating problems here in 
MassachusetU. The problems of the tax 
supported higher education sector have 
been front page news. Their budgetary 
problems, and the atatea, alwaya aaem to 
reflect back to us. 
Thus, for example, one revenue meaeu,., 
aa implemented by a T 8IC Commiaaloner 
ruling, will force ua to collect an 8 par cent 
tax on all meals served to students In the 
college dlnlng rooms. About our only hope 
on that ia not to have it made rwoac:tive to 
September 1. 
Another exampki le the campaign by the 
tax supported sector to offset Ye#V modest 
tuition increases (e.g. $100 added to the 
preeent ..WO tuition) by incf888ing ita ahare 
of the state scholarahlp budget. In effect. 
they would take money from studenta In 
the Independent sector to help students In 
the public sector who already get a $3,000-
$4,000 free ride. 
Without AICUM independent education 
in Massachusetts might be in a bed way. 
AICUM moblltzes opinion and action most 
effectively. The recent brochure they 
published really demonatratea that In-
dependent higher education Ia just about 
the biggest buaineaa that thv c~ 
monwealth has. 
In Condu6ion 
The forces buffeting WPI and the higher 
education community are considerable and 
complex. It ia not a time for the faint of 
heart to be working in independent 
colleges. But the very uncertainty of the 
future and the fluidity of the present give ua 
the opportunities to Innovate and to 
progress. We are seizing thoaa op-
portunities as best we can, so far auc-
cessfully. 
I am convinced that our educational 
program is one that prepares students wetl 
for the future we •II face. I am equally 
convinced that your help in maintaining 
that program is the key to our success. 
Strong support from you of the kind you 
have provided will give all of us at WPI the 
backing we need and the encouragement 
to continue making the institution a 
nationally recognized leader in higher 
education. 
Smcerely, 
George W. Hazzard 
President 
Aimed fOICel Health car. 
The program c:AfetS 
more than tuition and 
salary; n otfefs VOJ lhe 
opport\.ritY fa begin 
yos procttce under very 
fOIIOI'Oble COI"dtlons As o heOIIh core offlcer In 
the rnlttory branch otyau choice. yoo'll find 
you-self with responsibthttes fully In keeping -.Mih 
yo..x tro1nlng. and with the hrne ond opportunrty to 
observe a full spectn.m of medicol specialties 
INhen you decide on the specially yoo wish to 
p.nue. you rTOI tind youself lok•ng those (10dJole medical slucies at one of our rronv 
Iorge ord modern rnedcol cenletS If so. you con 
count on !hot lroinlng being second to none 
DEDICATED TO HEALTH CARE IWO 
THE PEOA.E 'M-fO PRACTICE IT 
r------------------, 
1 :-o=:~SchCIICnl!!Pt z-o..-a. I ,._ t qoM 
II ~~:;!:.,.~~~~~ 
8oth the clln~ool and research wock be1ng done 
In them hoVe made Army Novy and An Force 
hospitals a l"nCCJJf f'lfi1N natiOnal IT'E)C!jcof resource 
Irs a long rood. but lhe first step Is simple Just 
send In !he coupon. The details we $90dyou moy 
moke the ~e'Wa( a htt1e smoother 
tom-;o~~v~n 
I OAt""' o~ Oll<lfote 
I g=. g~I'()IOgt'~· o~ 
I 
I 'lO"lo>---.,,~......,.Prnl I A(l(lo._ ____ _ kiCM f Pl'cnet __ _ 
I Cit/ I 
-Stale. ----1. ._ _ _ 
I ~~~·----------------
1 ~101 !$cnooll'1-------
l bl.l'oO.ooiun ~-·------1 1-Wt'O'l 
I tmrov.,.., 1\odd!'y,.., o.oJot:N., Nooot Poc!giOn'\ 
L_~':'~~-nc:~_:~~--.J 
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Bargaining law could prove student Armageddon 
A column of consumer news for stuaenrs 
by Ne11 Klotz 
end of October. " If the NSA or somebody 
came around, we would try to fit them In," 
he eald. 
public workers, but by all account~ "-
chancee for HR n•a paaaage thla 111111a11 
are excellent. Both the AmerlCift 
Federation of Teachers and Its PGW11fi 
parent, the AFL-CIO, have thrown -
lobbying clout behind lt. And the .... 
94th Cong,..., elected largely with Uf11at 
bucb, will be hard-p~ to say no. 
Bruce Nelson was worried. The Montana 
student lobbyist had just speartteaded a 
succe:~Sful legislative drive to guarantee 
students in his state a volce In faculty 
collective birgalnlng. It was the first tlme 
students anywhere had won that right 
Previously the consumers of education 
had been left peeking through creeks In the 
negotiation room doof a labor (the feeulty) 
and me~t (the adminimltion) 
decided iau• that would directty effect 
tuition, claa size and student servlcea. 
Students watched their role In campus 
decision-making. hard-won during the late 
60'1, slowlY hacked away, limb by limb, on 
the Procrustian bargaining table. 
The Montana student bill had started to 
reYef'M an that by guerarrteeing studenta 
not only obMrver status, but the right to 
participate in caucuaee before, during and 
after negotiations. So why wa Nellon 
worrying? 
He had just found out that a · b~l likely to 
pass Congreu this session would overrule 
his legislation and put feeulty collective 
bargaining at public univerWtiee under the 
control of the National labor Relatlona 
Board (NLRB). 
Who's afraid of the NLRB7 Just about 
f!NefV student active in bargaining. The 
NLRB has consistently ruled that students 
- even laborers like graduate teeching 
auistantaand cafeteria workers - have no 
place at the table. They should read their 
books and shut up, the Board has said In 
effect on several occasions. 
Only those states with laws weaker than 
the federal bill would go under the NLRB, 
but that will probably be most of them, 
since the federal law is expected to let 
public workers strike, a right most states 
R.A.s for 75-76 
RESIDENT ADVISORS 1975·76 
REVISED SEPTEMBER 22, 1975 
BOX NAME DORMITORY 
236 Baschwitz, Kent A. 
Danlelsm 
268 Bergmann, Penny J . 
Riley 108 
2242 Cunningham. William D. 
Danlels207 
581 Danos. Val c. 
Daniels322 
2304 Funk. Daniel A . 
1976 
Riley 109 
Gado, 
Daniels322 
James 
1582 Halzis, William G. 
Stoddard A 104 
986 Hefferon, George J . 
Rlley310 
2233 Hertz, Eric B. 
Morgan 218 
1104 Jones, Jeremy K. 
Morgan 318 
999 Lunney, James T . 
Morgan3l8 
1365 Madara , Anne L . 
Riley 210 
1456 McLean. JeHrey M . 
Morgan214 
1533 Murcko, Stephen J . 
Morgan418 
722 Nelson. Roberta A . 
Stoddard B 316 
1737 Polanlk, Mary F . 
Rlley412 
1756 Predella, Richard P ., Jr. 
Danlels422 
1950 Slff, Barry M. 
Stoddard C 105 
1978 Sm llh, John J. 
Oaniels422 
13-46 WelSh, Patricia I 
Riley Jt1 
2236 Wilcox, Jeffrey L. 
Morgan418 
1880 Woodhull , John w 
Exl. 493 
Exl. 252 
Exi . S42 
Ext . A94 
E xt. 251 
Ext . 49<1 
Ext. 518 
Ext. S36 
Ext. A96 
EXI . A97 
Exl. 497 
Ext . S2A 
Ext . 307 
Ext . 535 
Ext . 516 
Ext . 538 
Ext . 517 
Ext . A9S 
Ext. 537 
Ext . 535 
Morgan 218 Ext. 496 
906 Ferron. George M. (Commuter Ad 
visor) 
Student Government Office 
Ext 509 Daniels Lounge 
169 Ruoff, William F . 
16 Elbridge Street 
21 TrowbrldQe Road 
Exl. 757·2640 
Gorski. Denise 
Ext 798-0234 
(or Alumni Office. WPI, 753-1411, Exl. 20oe ) 
Spaghetti Fish and Chips 
haven't granted. Unlea.a the NLRB has a 
sudden change o# heart, students at public 
institutions in those stetee would lose any 
chance for guaranteed Input In bargaining. 
In all faimea, the Col"!greaaional bill IHR 
nJ introduced by Rep. Frank Thompeon 
ID-NJ wasn't meant to shut the bargaining 
door on stUdenta. It lntendl to grant the 14 
miUion public employee. In the U. S. the 
same right to organize and bargain that 
wOtitera in the private MCtor have had for 
40 yeara. Thompson hal aeld he wants to 
" jog" stat• into action on their own pubflc 
worker laws, but apparentty no one has told 
him that hla bHI stands to jog mdenta out 
of academic dec181on-maklng for years to 
come. 
So far, however, both the National 
Student . Aaociation and the National 
Student Lobby have remained mum on the 
Thompson biH. Conaiderlng that HR n 
could cut .tudenta out of ahlred gover-
nance at l1'la.t pubfic inltitutiona, eome 10rt 
of proteet letter, or even a npta, would be 
appropriate from our two big guns In 
Washington. 
According to obeerverl, when hNringa 
on the bill begin later this fall, other apecial 
intere.ta will unroll a la\lndrv lilt of it..,. 
they want exempted from the federa& bill, 
like state tenure taw., retire:-nent syat..,. 
"It's certainty nobodY'• intent around end 10 forth. Student righta are apt to be 
here to deny anyone thoee righta." Mid to.t in the lhuffte • vilionl of ltriklng 
Daniel Pollitt. counael For the Hou•labor- police, right-to-work suits, garbage 
management subcommittee where HR n collection slowdowns and picketing 
now re.ldea. Nevenhelell, after I outlined Conw-afonal pagea compete for the bed 
the scenario, Pollitt admitted that the bill dreams of Reprnentattv. and Senators. 
" probably would" have the ltatad effects. Whenever laundry list time rolla around, 
He noted that HR n was still only a students are typically the flnrt to go dirty. 
"conversation piece," subject to amend- There have been other attempts to 
ment when h_.rlnga on the bHI begin the extend the National Labor Relationa Act to 
l & [. MOVIE [con't from page 9J 
...... 
paradoxes about them. Niceness is 
etevated to an aesthetic, even a moral, 
principle. How, then, do those who are nice 
avoid becoming victims? Well, Mr. Von· 
negut is bad on endings, and he doesn't 
really know. Sometimes he just gives us the 
victimization - Ice 9, or the "So it goes" of 
SIBughterhouse-Five - and sometimes he 
softly sentimentalizes. 
The habit of sentimentalizing, the 
element of softness, is nowhere more 
apparent than in this NET space fantasy. 
Confronted at the end with Hitler (evil: "I 
am death, and I am final"), what do the 
poet-astronaut and Mr. Vonnegut Pfopose7 
How do they defend themselves, and 
niceness? With "inner space," the moon, 
the sun, the stars, creativity. Stony 
Stevenson tells Hitler what the game is all 
about:· " Death against...lmaglnation." A 
platitude, not of much utility in a death 
camp, or in Southeast Asia or Harlem, for 
that matter. No planning, no hard work, no 
laws, no ag"onizing moral choices. Just 
imagination. a kind of piety of niceness, a 
jingle. It is not enough, but it helps explain 
why Mr. Vonnegut's agreeable fictions are 
so popular among the young. 
Why I ntersession? 
To become e part of lntenesalon, fill out 
the registration form you rocelved in your 
mail box (if you lost it. there are extras at 
the Registrar's Offtee) and drop it off at the 
Registrar's Office by Wednetday, October 
15. If you miss that deadline, it may be 
harder to get the courses you want but you 
can still register. If you have any problems 
or questions or suggestions, phone (Ext. 
5331, write or drop in on Harriet Kay, 
Boynton 305, any morning. And keep an 
eye on Newspesk for further Information. 
Montana's Bruce Ntleon ha VOWII" 
go to Washington himaetf If nee ll&f, 
that his stUdent academic victory 
tum out to be purely academic. ..... 
Involved In the first student bit. I ca.\ 
want to lose it." he told me. 
If not N.-on, eomeone should ll 
Collectiw bargelning may be tha .. 
languaga of l'lighw education, but it-.. 
be blithely tr8neleted word-for·wonl .. 
the factory. If it is, atudenta In the ~ 
dustrlal'' unlverlity wil aoon be litdl ._ 
then riYeta •t out to hold ....,_a 
fettering economy. (CPS) 
Motor racing 
If enough studentl are lnl'"'-ted, .._ 
will be a new club on campus - tha Malar 
Racing Club. This ~I be a grllt • 
portunity for people Interested In racing • 
meet and compete with each ott.. 1c 
preeent we plan to offer three typll d 
racing, depending on Individual ptef••• 
For members with their own carw, • 
wilt be drag racing at Epping, New H._. 
shire. (This cost money, but it's chill* 
than a speeding tickeL) For thoee Ill 
myaelf with lea money, there will be 1rM 
racing. This Ia relatively cheap, both II 
initial investment and in operating • 
penses. A really top-grade, 100 mph l'lcill 
machine may be built for around t300, IIIII 
costs almost nothing to run. 0.. 
discounu on kaning paru and equiprMI 
are available for members. 
The third and least expensive categOIY Ia 
six cylinder amateur racing. This Is done on 
a half mile paved track with a IfNI 
American car. We should be able fD 
scrounge up a car for nothing, and the 01tt 
modifications allowed are very lnexpenlhl. 
There is also the poaslbillty of finding 1 
local sponsor. Any racing in this C81lgGIY 
will be done with the dub car, and will Olllft 
to all members. We' ll need a pit a-. 
drivers. and so forth. If we can get thlflll 
together, we' ll be racing this Spring. 
Anyone lntereeted contact Bill Kuhns• 
Bruce Thompson at Theta Chi, or comta 
the 0 -and·A period In the wedge Wfll. 
nesday, Oct. 8, from 7-8 p.m. 
When the Plan was being deaigned, a 
frequently heard comment was that there 
needed to be more opportunities for all 
members of the WPI communny to get to 
know each other - on a relaxed basis - to 
really share interests and become friends. 
One of the solutions to that problem was 
lntersession, a time of the year when 
faculty present topics because they want to 
and everyone panlcipates because tluw 
want to. The results thus far have been 
Impressive. Groups of people, facultt and 
students, with common interests have 
come together through lntersession 
courses and, in many instances, have 
stayed together to become the Outing 
Club, the Science Fiction Society, the 
Inventors' Club, and many others. WPI CINEMA TECH. 
lnterseaaion was alto designed to meet 
another very important need. Students 
wanted to be able to explore new areas of 
possible future interest without having to 
make the commitment to take a term-long 
cout'M to see what was Involved. They 
wanted to go more deeply into oenain 
areas of regular courses. And sometimes 
they just wanted to get a taste of another 
f.eld, another area. And there, too, ln-
tersesaion has filled a need. Sufficiencies 
have been developed as a result of new 
interests generated in lnteraesslon courses. 
New areas of interest have been explored 
and sometimes tumed into new majora, 
MOPs, or lOPs. Special areas of in-
volvement have been explored in greet 
depth. New course~~ have been tried out 
and adopted as part of the regular 
curriculum. And everyone has had the 
opportUnitY to look Into areas of interest 
they would ordinarily not have had the time 
and-or opportunity for. lnt8fMIIion ia a 
very flexible time of the year when we try to 
offer the cou,.... you want and have asked 
for. 
1975-76 
Submarines Roast Beef .... 
Oct. 14- Antonia: A Pottr•H of the Wo11111n 
lA Hllrlcot 
Nov. 11 - St.vlslcy 
Nov. 11- I. F. Stonra Weekly 
RedNitlllfiMre 
Dec. 2 - AmeriCII 
Dec. 9 - Hu111111n trop Hum11ne 
N.Y., N.Y. 
Dec. 16-The Clulplln Review: A Dog's Ufe; Shoulder Arm11 The 
Pilgrim 
... n. 6 - The Kid 
The Idle Clan 
Jan. 1 - The Thief of &.gdltd 
... n. 13·- Sally of the Sawdvlt 
Jan. 14 - Phantam of the Opera 
The Wall 
Feb. 3 - Point of Order 
T-BIRD PIZZA This Week's Special 
Feb. 10 - All: F .. r Eats the Soul 
March 2- Whit Price Glory? 
March t - The Middle of the World 
April ' - Hllllelulah 
April 13 - Dey for Night 
611 Park Ave. 
For fa•t service c;;all 
your order In 1&3-3433. 
Drive-In parking. 
Thick Shakes Pizza Delicatessan 
American 
Cold Cut Sub 
ggc 
with WPI 10 
Greek Salad 
All performances are In Alden Memorlel Auditorium on 
Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. except tfloH on .._nuery 1 and 14. 
CINEMATECH Is open to the public frM of charge except those 
programs starred. 
(CI 
~· 
• ,
~ 
£cOil 
Tit 
v 
PS shorts 
Housewife and Studttnt 
Worth the Same, 
Repoff S11ys 
1CPSl - The typical housewife con-
lhll. ... .., .. - as much to the economy of the US 
student. retiree or person In 
~;:tl~illlltultion according to a recent Social 
Administration study called " Thf 
-.""""'•~" Value of a Housewife." 
are 35.2 million women currently 
house in the US. The Social 
Administration computed their 
strictly on the physical or mechanical 
they perform. The conclusion was 
hoUsework is valued at between •5600 
t7500 a year. 
this study, the Social Security 
-----·- '····- tion used the average 
salary as the value of a 
Othenl 'Occasionally threw In 
s fees as part of the calculation. 
************ 
Splattered Pitt Prompt$ 
B11ttery Ch11rges 
ICPSI - It used to be funny when the 
.,.trSI1r{s dullest professor got a pie in 
last year's pie throwing fad. 
very funny, however, when a 
.. Jess<or chased a pie thrower out of the 
and pressed battery charges 
him. 
lest month the pie thrower got off 
temporarily when a Kansas 
Court jury cculdn't make up its 
The case against James Dillard, a 
University (KU) student who hit a 
•ICI'Io11oarv professor on the leg with a pie, 
a hung jury. 
Homes said he presaed chargee 
Dillard because Dillard interrupted 
and hurt the image of KU. 
said he threw the pie "in good 
end because Holmes' class offered 
$20 to make the hit 
r trial may be started in 
************ 
Efficiency 
WPI.READING CLASS 
November 3, 1975 
Astrolou, Metaphysics 
& Occult Material 
lrettierlteetl leek Site, 
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We•11 give p a 
free-account 
~can use 
plus pay you 
SOfo • 
Do 
With your free CST Do-All account you can write all the free 
personalized drafts you want-JUSt like you would a check-
anywhere. anytime and still earn 5% Interest per year. 
Whether you're at home paying bills. downtown shopping. or away on vacatron 
you can use your DerAil Account just as you would a conventional checking 
account but never be charged for drafts. transactions or any statement services. 
Call or visit Commerce Bank today for all the details on the account 
that's not only free and convenient but also pays you interest .. 
the Commerce Bank DerAil Account. 
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SP'•RTS 
Hefferman leads MiddleburyJ 
past WPI 42-28 , 
by Grogsno 
Sophomore halfback Roy Hefferman led 
the Middlebury College Panthe~ to a 42-28 
victOLV over the WPI engineers, Saturday at 
Alumni Field. Hefferman, who did 
everything but sell tickets amassed 311 
yards In 25 carries for a new Middlebury .J 
rushing record. Hefferman also caught 2 
passes for 21 yards, retumed 3 punta for 32 
yards, kicked off she times, and surprised 
the engineers with a 63 yard quick kick to 
finish off a truly amazing exhibition. 
Hefferman's performance offaet a 
productive day for the WPI offense. The 
engineers got behind quickly and were 
forced to play catch-up football the rest of 
the afternoon. 
Middlebury's first score came with 3:05 
left in the first quarter on a 23 yard run by 
Hefferman around WPI's left end. Mid-
dlebury increased the lead to 14-0 on the 
first play of the second quarter on a 4 yard 
run by the Panther's John Dobek. After the 
ensuing kickoff, Middlebury forced WPI to 
punt and took pouession of the ball on 
their own 26 yard line. On a third down and 
six situation, Hefferman took a handoff, 
broke through the defensive line, and 
outraced the WPI secondQry 70 yards for a 
touchdown. 
WPI came right back however on their 
next possession. Quarterback Art Hughes 
engineered a 72-yard, 5 play scoring drive 
culmindated by a 54 yard scoring pase to 
fellow freshman Marty Paglione. 
1:41 left to play in the third quarter. The 
touchdown came on a .23 yard pley-action 
pass to tight end Marty Paglione but the try 
for the two point conversion failed. 
WPI opened the fourth quarter by losing 
a fumble at their own 1B yard line. The WPI 
defense stiffened however, and forced 
Middlebury to give the ball back to the 
engineers on 4 plays. With the ball on the 
11 yard line, WPI struck quickly as John 
Pappas and Mike Walker connected for a 
spectacular 89 yard touchdown pass. The 
two point conversion failed and Middlebury 
led 42-22 with 12:49 '.eft to play in the game. 
WPI kicked off to Middlebury and the 
engineers' defensive unit forced the 
Panthers to give up the ball. After the two 
teams traded tumovers, Pappas again 
passed to Walker, who had 8 catches for 
242 yards, for 47 yards, and a first down at 
the Middlebury 7 yard line. A pass in-
terference penalty on Middllbury gave the 
Engineers a first and goal at the one and 
fullback Alan Simakauskas dove over for 
the touchdown. WPI was again unable to 
cash in on the two point conversion. 
This made the score 42-28 and a In-
terception by the engineers' Bruce Wood 
gave WPI the chance; to the lead to one 
touchdown. WPI however, was forced to 
punt and the Panthers were content to run 
down the clock. Hefferman's quick-kick 
pinned the engineers deep In their own 
territory with only a little time left\. 
Middlebury answered with eome fine "' Next week me engineers travel to Maine 
running by Hefferman which was helped by again to take on Bates College. A War-
sloppy WPI tackling. The Panthers drove 90 cester win would even the engineers win-
yards in 10 plays and 08 John Leary ran it loss record at two apiece and evenge 1nt 
in from the 12 to give Middlebury a~7 years' homecoming loaa to the Bobcats. 
lead. The englneera cut the lead to 28-lt at 
halftime on a 36 yard field goal by Btacl 
Mills. 
After halftime Middlebury ~n their lead 
to 42-10 with a touchdown that came on a 
14 yard touchdown pass from LNry to 
Hefferman and a 3 yard dive by Paul 
Tumer. 
WPI did not give up hope however and 
John Pappas moved the engineers 76 yards 
in 1 1 playa to make the score 42-16 with 
JV sch«Jultl ~ 
WPI athletic director Raben Pritchard 
has canC4Mled the thiee ~unior Varsity 
football program for thil ~. The growing 
engineer injury list h• created a depth 
problem for Coach Mauucco and many 
freshmen could possibly play JV football, 
fill important positions, or reserve role. for 
the Varsity. For this reason the games were 
cancelled but will probably be re.umed 
Two members of the freshman heavyweight eight that could become 
the terror of Lake Quinsig. [Photo by Bryce Granger} 
Fall crew 
Coach Dave Ploss is looking with an-
ticipation to the "Head of the Connecticut" 
this weekend. He has 3 top contenders In 
his lightweight, intermediate and 
heavyweight varisty fours. With the pur-
c.hase of a new four I Coach Ploss will not 
diyulge the name of the four until its 
Christening on homecoming) the team is in 
good shape equtpment-wise for the fall 
season. Freshman Coach Bob (pretty boy) 
Salter is in the mtdst of creating a freshman 
heavywerght eight that could very well be 
the Terror of Lake Quinsig. 
The Fall season has bee_p criticized by 
many for not having enough competition. 
The fall is mainly a training period to im-
prove existing row ers and to develop new 
ones. Three reces might seem to few to a lot 
of people, but ask someone on 
homecoming who has just crawled out of 
h•s boat after the four mile row and I 
guarantee that his response will be; One 
&#$It race is too muchl If you have 
nothing to do Homecoming, why don' t you 
come down to the lake ttnd watch the race. 
At least you won't be sure of the outcome 
of the races which I certainly can' t say 
about the Football game in the afternoofl, 
l Photo by Bryce r;;,J, _ _..-~ 
X-Country _goes 8-0 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute's cross 
country team used two away meets this 
week to improve its record to 8-0. On 
Tuesday, the Harriers traveled to Con-
necticut to face the Cardinals of Wesleyan. 
Running well, the team easily defeated the 
Wesleyan squad 21 to ~. In a tie for firat 
were senior co-captain Alan Brlgga and 
freshman Mike Murphy, covering the 6 mile 
course In 26.16. lh third for WPI waa junior 
co-caption Peter Kane. Theh, after four 
Wesleyan runners, the rest of the WPI team 
finished. In 7th and 8th weta aophomoree 
John Heslin and George Cooper reapec-
tivety, juniors Steven Sweeney in 9th, and 
John Osowski in 10th for WPI. Alto run-
ning well for WPI was Norm Guillinette and 
Vin Wolff. Bringing Its record to 6-0, the 
team prepared for itS next challange. 
Ori Saturday, :ttMt Heni8ra trawled to 
Lowell to face Lowell Univeraity (formeffy 
Lowell T ~h. and lowell St8tel, end 
Nichols College. It was a t•m effon a 
everyone ran welt in defeating the dlfflcuh 
Lowelt the runners for 
WPI were freshmen Mike Murphy with 
second place finish and co-captain 
Briggs in third. Junior co-captain 
Kane and sophomore John Heslin both 
well, breaking up the Lowell runners 
fifth and sixth place finishes. Junior 
Sweeney and freshman Norm uu1111n•• 
ran well beating Lowell's fifth 
the squad posted Its 7th and 8th VICII!IIIIt'll 
with a 24, Lowell University 33, 
College 86 victory. Also running well 
junior John Osowski and 
George Cooper and Mark Steblin. 
Next meet Is Tuesday at home whln 
Harriers face an improved Bentltf 
Tufta squads. With a victory on T .. _ ........ _ 
the tNm wltl go Into an away me11 
Saturday with an identical 10..0 record 
last season at this point. The team 
to Bate. to face the same team 
._.rOved last aeesons bid for an 
defeated season. But this season~ 
lqUad ia improved over last years, and 
Batel meet should prove to be the 
diffiCult and exciting meet for both 
ttW~. 
Gripe of the Week? I 
When will the double doors on the left-hand side as 
you look at the wedge from the outside, be unlocked so 
you can go in from outside? Right now, many people 
after trying these doors, have to use the right-hand pair 
to their annoyance. 
KENT STATE 
Multi--media showing of slides and sound. 
Worcester State College Library 
Tues. Oct. 7. 9:00p.m. 
Worcester Area C.mpus Ministry 
• Transportation: Rev. Culy, Box 2373, 755-4462 
as 
so 
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-I Photos by Bryce GrsngerJ 
The uncompromising ones. 
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The Hewlett-Packard 
HP-21 Sdentlftc $125.00. 
The Hewlett-Packard 
HP-25 Scientific ~ble 
$19s.oo· 
The calculations you face requke no less. 
Today, even so-called "non-technical" courses 
(psych, soc, bus ad, to name 3) require a vari-
ety of technical calculations-complicated cal-
culations that become a whole lot easier when 
you have a powerful pocket calculator. 
Not surprisingly, there are quite a few such 
calculators around, but ours stand apart, ancl 
ahead. We started it all when we introduced the 
world's first scientific pocket calculator back in 
1972, and we've shown the way ever since. 
The calculators you see here are our newest, 
the Arst of our second generation. Both offer you 
technology you probably won't find in compet-
itive calculators for some time to come, if ever. 
Our HP-21 perfonns all arithmetic, log and 
trig calculations, including rectangular/polar 
conversions and common antilog evaluations. 
It's display is fully formatted, so you can choose 
between fixed decimal and scientific notation. 
Our HP-25 does aU that-and much, much 
more. It's programmable, which means it can 
solve automatically the countless repetitive 
problems every science and engineering student 
faces. 
With an HP-25, you enter the keystrokes 
necessary to solve the problem only once. 
Thereafter, you just enter the variab les and 
press the Run/Stop key for an almost instant 
answer accurate to 10 digits. 
Before you invest in a Jesser machine, by all 
means do two things: ask your instructors 
about the calculations their courses ~re; and 
see for yourself how effortlessly our calculators 
handle them. 
Both the HP-21 and HP-25 are almost 
certainly on display at your bookstore. If not, 
call us, toll-free, at 800-538·7922 (in Calif. 
800·662-9862) for the name of an HP dealer 
near you. 
HEWLETT~PACKARD 
~les 01nd service from rn offices in 65 countTies. 
Dept. 6588, 19310 Pruneridgc: Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014 
611,. 
•SuQUted retail ~. ucludina appliablt staee and loc:U -
Continental U.S , Alaska • tUwd. • 
WORCESTER TECH BOOKSTORE 
DANIELS HALL 
. 
What's Happening? 
OCT. 7 
Film : W.P.I. Clnematech, "First Choice and Current", LACOMBE, LUCIEN, Alden Hell, 7:30p.m. 
Film: Worcester Art Museum, MACBETH, 2:30p.m., 6:00p.m., 8:30p.m., admlsslonSl; through Wednesday, Oct. 
a. Art Display: Anna Marla College, campus Center Foyer, 11:00 a .m. to 5:00p.m. 
p~y : Holy Cross, COME BACK LITTLE SHEBA, Fenwick Theatre, 8 p.m.; through Oct. 12. 
OCT. 8 
P~y : Holy Cross, see Oct. 7. 
Play: Foothills Theatre, 6 Chatham Street, THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST, 8 p.m., $3.50, U.50 
students, S1 .50 senior citizens. For informatlon:754-d1. 
Film : Worcester Art Museum, see Oct. 7. 
OCT. 9 
Concert: Holy Cross, THE QUADRANGLE JAZZ QUARTET, Hogan Ballroom, 8:00p.m. 
Play: Holy Cross, see Oct. 7. 
Play : Footh111s Theatre, see Oct. 8. 
Play: New England Repertory Theatre, 81 Providence St., DON JUAN, 8:00 p.m., S2, Sl senlor 'citizens and 
children. 
OCT. 10 
P~y : Holy Cross, see Oct. 7. 
P~y: Foothills Theatre, see Oct. 8. 
Play: New England Repertory Theatre, see Oct. 9. 
Film : Holy Cross, THE ALAMO, Hogan 519, 3:30p.m. and 8:00 weekdays, 3:00p.m. Sunday. 
Film: WPI " Free Friday Flick", EL CID, Alden Hell, 8:00p.m. 
Play: Clark University, MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING, Atwood Hall, 8: 15 p.m. 
OCT. 11 • 
Flea Market: Assumption College, Front Lawn, 11:00 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
P~y: Holy Cross, see Oct. 7. 
Play : Foothills Theatre, see Oct. 8. 
Play: New England Repertory Theatre, see Oct. 9. 
Film : Holy Cross, see Oct. 10. 
OCT. 12 
Film: ~PI lens and Lights Club, BETWEEN TIME AND TIMBUKTU, Alden Hell, 8:00p.m., $1.00. 
Convention: Anna Marla College, Spiritual Assembly of Baha'I State Convention, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
P~y: Holy Cross, see Oct. 7. 
Play: Foothills Theatre, see Oct. 8. 
OCT. 13 
Travel Lecture: Worcester Memorial Auditorium, DENMARK AND GREENLANO, 2: 15p.m. and 8:00p.m. S2. 
OCT. 14 
S~ker : Assumption College, SEX ISN'T THAT SIMPLE, Dr. Richard Hettllnger, Auditorium, 8:00p.m. 
F1lm : WPI Cinematech, " Cinema Verite", ANTONIA: A PORTRAIT OF THE WOMAN, Alden Hell, 8:00p.m. 
[Photo by Bryce Granger] 
What do you mean there Is a housing shortage and 
you can't find a room for me? 
Tueeday, October 7, 1976 
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